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ELECTRONIC LEARNING CENTER

. a meaningful learning experience

Blacks To Meet

-.CAN.

their

The theory behind such participation
is that each student will feel he is on
U one-to-one basis with the instructor
and that he is talking to him alone.
Although the center is used mainly
for foreign language instruction, other
departments are beginning to utilize
its facilities. The Music Department is
using the center for note identification
training, the Business Department for
dictation skill, and the Art Department is making plans to use the center
so that students may listen to recordings made by contemporary artists. It
is also used by the Nursing and Economics departments.
The major problem students have
when they come to the center is that
they are not audio-oriented. Their listening skills are lacking due to extended use of such media as television.
Seventy per cent of those using the
center have never used a tape ivcorder. The center has overcome this
by preparing an instructional tape
teaching students how to use the fa -

eddies. By using this, students are
learning from a tape how to use tapes,
thus preparing themselves to derive
the full benefit of the center’s facilities.
The Electronic Learning Center is
operated by the Audio-Visual Department and run by Ted Santos and Jim
Cabacerias. They both feel the worth
of the center, but realize the present
problems involved.
Santos feels that building up the
center will be a slow process. "One of
the major drawbacks is making enough
tapes to fulfill the needs," he stated.
"The Electronic Learning Center
without this connotation can be used
for any kind of learning. With time,
other instructors will use our facilities," Caliacerias said.
"The Center is in keeping with the
current instructional trends on campus. It can provide a meaningful instructional experience," he concluded.
The Electronic Learning Center is in
LN411 and 412. It is open from 8:30
a.m. to 430 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 7 to 9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.

Weather
You see, doctiir, 1 keep having tills
dream: Clouds and storms, storms
I’ll try once
and clouds . . .
want you
more. A new Ktorni
she’s so rainy) is destined to bring
a reign of rain and %% fill’ to the ,01lege tonight and tomorrow. An integrated display of thickening cloud
types will precede the storm today.
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All-Night C.U. Dedication
’Happenings Set Tonight
Strehe lights, movies and music will
be the key words of the all-night student dedication of the College Union
beginning after the Lee Michaels concert tonight.
Jim Walsh, happenings chairman,
said the party will begin about 1 a.m.
IThursday morning, and will continue
until "sunrise or later." He said students will be admitted by student body
cards, but there is no limit as to number of guests.
Scheduled on the list of events is a
series of 21 movies, including, "My
Dad as a Fruit Farmer," "Life of
Christ," "Zen," -Navajo Indians," and
"Art in Nature."

my RAY (MI.>:
Daily Mantra! Writer
San Jose State, backed against the
wall of rising student enrollment, has
been forced to limit next fall’s freshman admission to 1.800.
John Montgomery. director of admissions and records, says that the limit

Prime purpose for the student dedication is that the earlier dedication of
the new $5 million College Union did
not include students. The re-dedication
is being sponsored entirely by Associated Students.
Fraternities, sororities, service clubs
and ot her organizat ions have been
asked to bring food and drink. Walsh
asked that Lill food be brought to the
banquet room on the third level of the
Union.

DAVID BROWER . . . veteran conservationist

Bands scheduled to play are:
"Flash." "Tree of Life," -Throckmorton," "Jim Deere," "Shimbala," and a

special performance by the soul band
"Together."
In the Music Listening Room, there
will be two folk groups playing: "Ned,"
which consists of "three guys from Alabama by sway of Chicago," according to
Walsh, and "Einar," from Denmark.
The inner-core of the Union will be
wired for speakers, and music will be
played during breaks between bands.
The Information Center will ix, the
clearing house for all dedication netiVity. "People can find their friends by
checking in at the desk," said Walsh.
An ’acoustic room" will he open so
students will be able to bring their
guitars, harmonicas or other musical
instruments and play all night.
Student employees of the College
Union will he volunteering their time
throughout the early morning hours.
All games area facilities will be open,
including bowling lanes, billiard tables
and ping-pang.
Proceeds, beyond expenses, from the
games area will be donated to the
Equal Opportunity Program (EOPI.
Walsh said, "We’re really going to
get it. on."
Snack bar facilities. bookstore, and
administrative offices will not be open
during the all-night activities.
A moton picture will also be filmed

’Mobilizing People Power’

Brower Says Overpopulation No. 1 Problem

(Continued on rage 3, (ol. 2)

George Sicilian professor of engineering. will speak on Gunnar Myrdal’s "Asian Drama" today at 12:30
in the Umunhum Room of the College
Union in the ninth of this semester’s
faculty book talk Series.
"Asian Drama" seeks to find and
assert the truth about the gulf separating the rich from the laww nations
of the world to fit the facts as they
actually exist, according to the author.
As Myrdal explains: "I shall be
satisfied if I have succeeded in indicating the nahlre of the problems of
the underdevelopment and planning for
development in South Asia, stating
more systematically the immense scope
of our ignorance and hinting at the
most prolific area for further research."

through
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on freshman enrollment had to be imposed to accommodate the great number of junior college transfer juniors
who have nowhere else to go but to a
four-year school.
The 1,800 figure is the lowest number of freshmen to he eligible for admission to SJS in the past 20 years.
Jan. 2 has been set for enrollment
here on campus of freshmen and transferring juniors. Except for a very
limited number of exceptions, transfer
freshmen and sophomores will be
turned away from admittance to SJS.
The exact number of junior college
transfers to be accepted into 8.15 in
the fall has not yet been determinist.
Limits will also be put on the number of junior and senior transfer students from out of state and schools
other than California public colleges
and universities.
Graduate students who hose been
classified and admitted to the master’s
program will have top priority in the
graduate division, Montgomery said.
Those graduate students who are unclassified will be given lowest priority.
Registration officials at San Jose are

to
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An entergeney meeting of all BIOCk
faculty and students has been called
for today at 4 p.m. in J(’141.
According to planners of the meeting, it will concern the "continuing
existence of Black students and faculty members at SJS."
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High on the top floor or me library,
tucked away in ;I back hallway, lies a
room that few students know about
yet. The room, which has only been in
use since the beginning of the semester. is the Electronic Learning Center.
The Electronic Learning Center is a
facility where students can learn by
using audio information prepared by
instructors. It is equipped with 40 individual listening stations and a master
,tat ion. Each station includes at head
set and !ape recorder. Instructors may
sit at the master station and listen
to student responses.
Students may obtain learning experiences at three levels in the Electronic
Learning Center. The first is the
"audio-passive." Students participating
in this level of learning only listen to
the provided tapes. The second is the
-audio-active." Here, students listen to
the recorded message and give a response. The last level is "audio-activerecord." In this level of usage, students
respond and then hear their responses

plajed back
head sets.

It

Tt
Daiij staff Writer

Telling an audience of about 300 that
"each one of you can make a difference." David Bmwer discussed causes
and possible solutions to the problems
of the environment, yesterday in the
College Union.
Brower. drawing on over three dee-

Film Series To Show
Wild West ’Thriller’
Part

-Yojimbo."

Or

the

an

Cht‘O0e

action

Film Series,

western
about a hired Sarntiral who pits two
gangs

against

each

filled

other,

will

be

shown today in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 3:30 and 7 p.m. "Yojimbo"
Is a Venice Film Festival winner. Director Akira Kurosawa once said that
this is his best photographed film. Admission is free and open to all members of the college community.

ades i f experietwe in conservat’Ain addressed by far the largest crowd in the
Expet imental
evological seminar.
"Mobilizing People Power" was the
theme of Brower’s talk, and he related
how college students "are really lumping into the leadership" of the consiervation movement.
Using Friends of the Earth and the
John Muir Institute, organizations of
which he is a leader, as models, Brower pointed out areas of ecoltigy that
need mote exposure.
The tax-exempt John Muir institute
is essentially an educational org,anization while the Friends of the Earth,
a. in -tax-exempt, is politically active in
conservat;tm causes.
128
Ho compared man’s increased pollution of the atmosphere to driving down
the highway at 128 m.p.h.
"When you’re going down the highway at 128 m.p.h.. you should he hearing sirens, and we are hearing sirens."
Despite this bleak outlook, Brower
said: -1 think we’re going to make it.

think Ihere are enough ’wooly with
enough leadership to mobilize to soke
the problems.... Anger and love, duly
mixed, will help us save the day. At
least I hope so."
DENSE PEOPLE
Bltaver outlined the problems of the
environment, and like every other
seminar speaker before him placed
population at the head of the list.
"Let it be said now .., that the population problem is the No. 1 problem
and the question of the day is ’how
&OM‘
ixople be.’"
As an os ample of what man has done
to tlie environment, Blower cited the
poat.thle estitus ion of the pelican. lie
said the bird or its direct ancestors had
been on earth Mr ti3 million yeioN, but
now the pelican is doomed. Even if we
stopped using DDT today, they’d be
doomed, because DDT has been built
Up in the system."
The pesticide DDT, which the pelicans pick up in their food, allegedly
causes the softening of pelican egg
shells, lowering the reproductive rate.
Air pollution has shortened his life

by about two years, and shortens college students lives by about seven
years. "Now I can’t prove those figures, two years and seven years, but
rail can’t disprove them, so let’s run
with them for a while," Brower said.
Government will not solve the mythlent he asserted, "because government
agencies operate under the axiom, ’you
scratch my hack and I’ll scratch
pairs.’"
POLITICALLY UNFEASIBLE
He related that at a recent conference at Aspen, Colo., sponsored by the
,Tohn Muir Institute, White House aide
John Erliehmann "made it sound like
survival isn’t politically feasible."
The former Sierra Club executive director attacked "phoney ecologists":
companies that claim to be iolnsetvationists in their advertising, Init whose
notions are the matt-mite.
A ban on DDT is "a step in the right
direetion, but it’s IDDT) just one of
many pollutants," Brower salt’
The veteran conservathmist received
a long ovation following his conclusion! "From nOW on, instead of time or
money, put survival in your budget."

during the activities, said Walsh. It
was noted that since this is the first
time anything like this has happened
on acmpus, a permanent visual record
should be made.
In keeping with the Christmas
theme, students are asked to bring
small gifts to be exchanged during the
party.
The AS, received approval for the
dedication party last week from the
College Union Board of Governors. The
A.S. also took responsibility for an
early-morning clean-up of the facilities.
Expenses for a plaque to be mounted
on the outside of the College Union
was also approved. Tentative inscription will read: "San Jose State College
Union dedicated to the San Jose State
College Community."

Tenant Union
Gets Results
From Gripes
The &haw tenant onion organized
by student residents at 670, 680. and
686 S. Eighth St. continues to wage a
battle for a new lease.
The tenants’ attornies are currently
negotiating a new lease with attornies
for the Eighth Street Investment Company, owners of the apartment.
The union, composed of all of the
residents at the three -building apartment, is represented by the law firm
of Morgan, Beatizay and Hammer, contracted by the Associated Students.
The tenants originally banded together to fight what they considered
an unjust lease. All of the residents
refused to sign the lease, and they contacted the Housing Office with their
complaints.
The owners of the building, after
initially ignoring the complaints. later
agreed to negotiate a new lease.
As at bOntIS, the apartment pool, previously unheated and closed, will be
reopened for the use of the residents.

A.S. Housing Group
Will Attack Problems
Th., A.S. Housing (’omit Ire’ is inoln,
lizing forces to define and attack student housing problems. particularly in
unapproved housing units.
The committee, chaired by Mike
Buck, graduate in sociology. has issued
ft request that all students with homing problems contact ombudsman Andy
McDonald, ext. 2916, or direct line
295-8108.
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’Bully -Boy Philosophy’
Let’
that
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take

:..1 h’gi L
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nion

another

look

busines,

at

when

NI for
-indents from keeping
appointment. with industry recruiters.
It triatbles me that spokesmen in
-tipport of these two groups reject with
-corn the yore and substance of my objection to w hat they di41 there. Front
tile man) printed expre-sions of their
and
point of iew in the sp.irtan
II excerpt. fr
el-ew here
a R NI mimeographed circular. as
picketing inetnliers of SDS-II

iihl
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. . hile we admit that tactically
ntir attempt to halt recruiting could
liae been better planned. we feel it
vy as neet-sary to stip recruiting by any
mean
some

available.

NN hat an

people are outraged

irony
at

a

that

little

and -hosing on our part. and

bark complacently and keep
silent ahi.iti the real outrages r
et

it

Ii).

roaches.

w hat hap-

’ro

pened to Ilse spider at Hug College.
Still need to knou :shout the roadie-.

dud in the name of these

Essentially this says. Our cause is
of such Hs erriding importance that
physical interference with anyone who
does not agree is justified. It is ironic
that they resent being pushed around
for not believing as we do."
Yet these very same groups have
screamed hi ly murder, not once but
se% end times, at interference with
what they insist is a right to exercise
their nun beliefs.
This is the bully boy philosophy
whirls paves the way for dictatorships
of luith the left and the right, and what
maintains them. God help the rest of
Us if SD -HM. in their arrogant and
si ilful self-righteousness. can make this
philosophy stick as a working principle at San Jose State College.

They had lived in rates for a long time.
Adapting to life- there. 111(1 hail turned
white. They also became mechanistic and
predatory.
leen they le-ft the eine. 01.1, met many
other kinds of bugs. They pretended to
them-ekes

Editor:
I would like to award your advertising department an award: the Red Rag of Ethical
Conduct and Honesty. With this award goes
a commendation from my fellow students and
faculty members for giving a hitherto underground practice official sanction. Term papers
for sale isn’t new or original but yours is the
first student paper with the guts to solicit
for classified ads for term papers. Over the
Christmas vacation. I’ll think about your inventive practice al, I, like others, finish my
term papers. Thanks again, for raising the
\ Dille of term papers assigned by competent
teachers and completed by hardworking
st Latent s.
Daniel Church
A1711/46

accept the machines.

’Ilorally Indifferent’
Editor:
Ken Jordan, -Overkill," Guest Room, Dec.
12. 1969, must learn the facts of life. The
recognition of one group by the college does
not cancel the recognition of another. Thus,
when the college invites the representatives of
certain manufacturers to the campus, they
shall he given a place, the time, and the opportunity to recruit.
It belongs to democracy that groups with
disparate aims can coexist so long as members
are at
to them and their activities fall
within the limit of the law. Anyone displeased
with this arrangement can live elsewhere. No
one was forced to take an interview or to
accept employment.
The college neither needs nor seeks the
sanction of one of its groups .to conduct its
business. It is enough that what it does is
within the perview of the regulations that
govern it, and, in general, for the common
good of its students. Anyone may argue
against its judgment, but no one may interfere
with its operation except by due process of law.
Anyone may condemn a manufacturer who
produees war weapons. But one who does so
is no wiser than the small boy who condemns
a popsicle because it has a stick in it. Art
is morally indifferent. It is the use to which
the object is put that renders it good or evil.
1V1Illam 0. Duttiinger
(V0247

Weather Report
Editor:
A more fitting weather report for this week
would have been to have taken the first stanza
from Bob t)idan’s "You Ain’t Going Nowhere"

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written
debates on such current offairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty
or ASS number. The Daily will not print letters which
are libelous, in poor taste or include personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and to cease publication
of letters dealing with subjects he bikinis hare been
exhausted.

Editor:
Thank you for bringing back fond memories
with your editorial cartoon of Dec. 11 pic. I particituring a "BUF," Big Ugly
pated in well over 100 or these sorties since
initiating the operation on June 18, 1965, and
am proud to have served in the armed forces
of my country and done my part in the elimination of untold thousands of the enemy.
You may not realize it, but a large percentage of these missions are in supitort of
our troops, the grunts, and result in the saving
of American lives. I feel this method of saving
lives is far more effective than the activities
of the protestors with good intentions, but
who are actually only prolonging the war by
giving a type of spiritual aid to the enemy.
I had occasion to spend five days with the
ground pounders in Vietnam to observe their
operations. They don’t like the fighting any
more than you, and since they are the ones
being killed this adds a little something to
their position. They would dearly love to see
the politicians keep their grubby hands out
of the thing and leave the fighting to the
generals, where it belongs. This would bring
a close to the war quicker than anything and
would have done so years ago if left to the
generals.
It is only a shame that the cartoon is not
a picture of a BUF over Hanoi with a weapon
instead of the iron bombs.
Jeunes Erhes
A14911

be-

its the maelsisses. You see.
the other bugs were surrounded by these
machines. The machine,: bad beemne a

-on.,

interested

nuisance. Fina lit the mutant roaches made
some concessions. They decided that the

’14:2004r=immiaZem
,{

. . . Watch

your

step, please ...!"

other bug species would hand together Ils
destroy their machines_ if they %%ere not
allowed inside.
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’Millions Denied the Vote’
By ART 111.111V.HARD
President, Stuilent l:alifortlia Teachers
Assoeia

ages

responsible citizens of our great country.
have

established

themselves

as

most often u as:

programs are between

age.

18 and

21

"Spiders call ileAer do enough. She found a professor %kilt/ "draied

country. Over 359,000 are currently serving

where always

Today tens of thousands are

in the Armed services. and 44 per cent of
those killed in Vietnam

are

Young adults not only are responsible
citizens, but also are the best educated and

Me., gasoline, and income tax. A large ma-

high school graduates and 47 per cent are

young adults pay

heat il%

1s

In

contrast,

jority. 60 per cent in fact, are workers in

degree candidates in college.

our economy. lii a period of crisis in our

only 40 per cent completed high school in

nation’s history-, this disenfranchised group

1940 and only lb per cent went on to col-

has responded enthusiastically. Thousands

lege at that time.
They are avid readers: 80 per

4WD

cent

read

10 or more books a year: 78 per cent read
a newspaper daily and 73 per cent read a

Poetry
how was it on the morning of the end
Full with the full of now,

my

lllll rs

class

does

"Spider’, can never do enough."

tee."
She went to speak with the Fairness
Committee. The professor was ins ited il)
attend, also to insure fairness. She demonstrated to then, that a 4loulde standard
was being eniployed. She explained to the
Fairness C lllll mittee that she had doto
more than any other student in that ela--.
v%eryk
-11111-el.
11
Fairness Com il
one for cons i ll g. then went alas sit Neighing

The

the facts. Their (1(cision

years ago the illiteracy rate for adults 25

spider:

or more years of age was over 10 per cent.
Today. at age 18, illiteracy has !seen yin
tually abolished!

.s class

She was told by eseryone
"Don’t fret. There is a Fairness Commit-

weekly and or monthly magazine. Just 50

was sent to the

1/o a little more.
’lips- must-al of this story is:
The Fairness Committee is a had joke.

Allow me to quote Senator Javits:

Repeating cacopl

"You

and lost

have

an

equation,

roughly

*26RTAN DAILY

stated, that directly equates the 18-

On the morning that (linked with
silhouette figures

year-old of today with the 21 -year-old

zur.---

of years past.

And people in masses

"There should he no need for civil

Cigarette smoke and trash

disobedience in a political system that

Desert cities

meets the needs of its population

,

that guarantees the right of orderly

Barren rivers
The skies were bleak with filth

protest

and

redress

of

grievances

through the ballot box."

Heroes and martyrs and soldiers
struggled

INRESPONSIBLE SYSTEM

Chinineys vomited
Rivers were dammed and silted
Food burned or buried

Young adults are beginning to

turn-off

a political system and environment which
is not responsive to their needs. The politi-

What were !hal doing 011 this- morning
of the end?

cal environment is unresponsive to their
needs because. while the median age

of
age

Fighting for causes and glories

the country is 27.7 years, the median

Gathering, groin

of the electorate remains at 45.1. Who is

running

hurt by the drastic cuts in higher educa-

Building new factories

tion budgets? Who is hurt when desper-

Damming new rivers
I/

in

She enrolled in his 1
She $0011 J.(1111111 ssiil

BEST EDUCATED

best informed group of citizens in our na-

households.

"Everyone
enough."

under 2L

tion’s history. Seventy-nine !we cent are

of

The

ill% olved in tutorial programs across the

through sales.

heads

before. She knew that there uere

Vista

taxpayers,

as

The

of the volunteers in the Peace Corps and

of 18 and 21. ’these adults already are

Millions

the black spider came to he

attending the Bug 1:011ege.
attended many classes at Bug
College. Indeed. she had been admitted ill
laws by which the roaches ran their malaw w
she encountered
c!
.s.

years of
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A New Form?

’Saving Lives’

the other hog species

E%entually.
e:

i NM.

Editor:
To those who heard Dick Gregory’s speech
Dec. 10. Wednesday night.
"We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, and endowed
by the Creator with certain inalienable rights,
that when these rights are destroyed, over
long periods of time it is your duty, to destroy or abolish that government." (Gregory’s
version.)
"We hold these troths to be self-evident,
that that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights, that whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends
it is the right of the people to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute a new government."
(World Almanac 1969, p. 196.)
Mr. Gregory, as much as I wish to agree
with your Declaration of Independence as
justification for Negro riots in the U.S., I
must ask you, "Is the Negro just destroying
our present government or is he destroying
and presenting a new form of government?"
Erik Sorensen
A077154

changed.

that other bug specie -

and iniisteil

d

States citizens are hieing denitol their right

Have Barry
Mtude/Program Director, KSJ51

not

insisted that all other hug species

More than 10 million qualified United

recorded by the Byrds for their "Sweethearts
of the Rodeo" album:
Clouds so swift,
Rain won’t lift,
Gate won’t close,
Feelings froze,
Get your mind
Off wintertime,
You ain’t goin’ nowhere.

hall

pretend that they Were colorful and hug like. They continued to build their wa-

to vote. These are all adults between the

’Incentive Practice’

they

Ii) be colorful and hug-like,

Dr. Dwight Bente]
Professor of Journalism

Term Papers; Recruiting; War

that

’They were miseralilt because they wanted

God help America if it takes hold
ei in ntry-w ide.

Thrust and Parry

issi

ately needed school tax and bond elections

ping trash

Slag heaps of progress

are defeated I often by only one-third of
the electorate? Who gets hurt by repres-

On the morning of the end

sive legislation that does nothing to solve

The morning became sisssss

the problems? Who gets hurt by juvenile

Fan i i iii plague pestilence and war

courts

that

rights

of

Dusk morning to dusk evening

disregard

youth?

the

Who

constituf

gets

hurt

al

when

schools an- too slow to provide courses

End

considered
JACOB

"relevenr

by the students? The

essence of the Declaration of Independence
states that when a government fails to meet
the needs of its peoplethen the people
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have the right and responsibility to revolt.

Co-ediforsCANDY BELL and RAY GILES

We need to realize that to disenfranchise
a large group of responsible. aware, and
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concerned adults is to breed alienation, un-
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rest and. eventually revolution. We cannot
afford to let that happen.
The petition printed on page 3 is part
of a statewide nun ement to hnver the vot-

ing age.
If

you are a

signatures on
paper. If yon

registered votercollect

the petition

printed in this

are not, find someone who

IAI’s lower the voting

age now!
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Vacancies Filled
On Election Board
The Associated Students (ASA
Election Board has filled the
three seats on the Aacademic
Council 4 A.C., vacated when
Janes Edwards, John Menz and
Tim Fitzgerald were elected to
the top three executive positions.
Replacing them on the A.C. are
Barry Borates, Bob Crocker and
Carol Lombardi.
The Election Board decided
that when an A.C. seat is vacated, it shall be filled with alternates from the election in
which the seat was vacated.
Miss Lombardi was selected
from last June’s election in which
Merz was elected to the At’.
Bonifas and Crocker were selected from the most recent A.S.
election, as there were no alternates when Edwards and Fitzgerald were elected.
-

NOTICE
how impersonal gift
giving has become?
Can you remember
who gave you what
last year?
This Christmas,
get personal! A
bouquet at Christmas
says, "I’m thinking
of YOU."
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Phone: 295-4321

Regist ratio Off icials To Redirect
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(Continued From Page
expecting at least 1 0,000 new
freshmen and prospective junior
college transfer students to invade the college the morning of
Jan. 2. All indications point to
the admission afae closing down
be:tire the day is over. Some stu-

Campaigners
To Hear YFC
Director Today
Ian R. 31acG’uwan, executive
director of the National Youth
Franchise Coalition CYFCt, is On
campus today to meet with leaders of the California campaign
for the 18-year-old vote.
YFC is the only nation-wide
organization working exclusively
fur a lower voting age; it is a
confederation of major national,
regional and state interest groups.
.mcluding Americans for Democratic Action, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP’, Southern
Christian Leadership Conference.
National Education Association.
and Young Democrats, among
others. Based in Washington,
D.C., the Coalition is driving for
the 18-year-old vote by either
Congressional or state action.
MacGowa.n will be at SJS to
meet with Students for Vote Extension, a new campus organization headed by freshman psychology major Sheryl Lanier. The
YFC Director considers California to he a key state in the national effort. "If we win here," he
said. "there will be less difficulty
in getting other states and Congress to act positively on the
issue."

Buddhism Talk
A synnsisium and rap session
on Buddhism and Modern Life
will be conducted at 730 tonight
by the Experimental College in
JC141.
The discussion will probably
center on Buddhism and ecology,
according to student Ron Christease: n, who organized the event.
Participating in the program,
besides Christensen, will be Bishop Nippon Syaku and the Rev.
Phillipp Eidmann, both Buddhist
priests, and Dr. Win Salisbury,
SJS sociology professor.

dents

will obviously be turned

away.
For those unable to gel into
SJS. Montgomery hopes to "tedire,t i them i to other campuses to
continue their educaDim."
SJS right now has an enrollment of 24,162 students,
11,23ntgomery feels there is a
good chance that graduate students will be the only ones to
have more than just the first day I
of admittance to get in. "We
could get 1000 freshmen from
1

Tile SllAlent NI,,bilizat ion Coinmittee will sponsor a Christmas
concert featuring Beggar’s Opera, Sunrise anti Maggie’s Farm
tomorrow night at 8:30 in the
Loma Prieta Room of the College Union.
AdMISSiOn is $1.50 and prowill go to the San Jose
Legal and Nledical Defense Fund.

A.S. committee interviews will it
continue today and tomorrcm
in the AS. offices Icon, 10 a.m.12 p.m. and 2-430 p.m.
selection of members f or the
Sparta Camp committee will be
’held at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Calaveras Room of the Cot
%
lege Union.

Happiness is a box of MacFarlane ’s
Candies for Xmas. MacFarlane’s will mail
their delicious candies anyplace in the
U.S.
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18 yR, OLD VOTE . _ IF

Enough People Gather Signatures This Christmas Vacation
If you

are a

registered voter you can circulate this petition.

If not, you can have a friend or relative circulate it.

INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE ELECTORS
The Attorney General has prepared a title and summary of the chief purposes and points of the proposed measure, as

follows:

ACE TO VOTE. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. Provides that persons atyears shall not be denied right to vote because of age. If this proposed
taininu1.- age
r...
t- of eighteen
initiative is adopted undefined additional financing from state sources in the a pproximate
amount of $18.000 for each statewide election requiring ballot pamphlets will be required.
To the Secretary of .State of the State of California:

County or City and County I.
N% e. the emdersigned, registered, qualified electors of the State of California, residents of .
present to the Secretary of State this petition and hereby propose an amendment to the I:onstitution of the State of California, by adding to Article. II thereof
a new Sec:thin II I. hereinafter set forth in full, and petition that the se . he submitted 10 the electors of the State of California for their adoption or reor as provided by law. The proposed measure is as follows:
jection. at the next succeeding general elect’

For Use of
County
Clerk

SIGNATURE OF REGISTERED VOTER

RESIDENCE
Sneet and Number

PRINT LAST NAME

City or Town

Date of Signing
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DECI.1/1.1TION OF CIRO I. \ TOR
I an, the person who circulated the attached and foreging SVCI ion of the petition of which said section is a part and
County. State
who solicited the signatures It, said sect. . I have circulated the .ectioon in
of Califoornia. All of the signatures were made in toy presence a II4 I II WM the slate shown after each signature. and were
solicited by me in the altos 5. named County.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the fooregoing i. true and correct.

Bates Floaters are more
popular than ever!

11.95
Grodins has the Bay Area’s important selection of famous Bates Floaters. Soft,
glove leathers and brushed shags in a wide
selection of colors and sizes.

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
’hop Monday through Friday nights.

Volley For Open Sat ’tit 930 Plenty of free corking.
Shop Sundays noon to 5 P.M.

Preeinet
Number

,

1.

5.

it
,q
rly
kdkder-

1,
,

The people of du, State of California enact as follows:
11,:it is added to Article II of the Constitution of the State of California, to read:
Sect’
SECTION ii ’I,. The right to vom shall not on account of age be denied or abridged as to any person who has attained the age of eighteen years, anything
in this Constituti ..., to the contrary notwithstanding.
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Bands To Play

,,,,is

this area alone." he said, referring to the fact that only 1800
openings are available to first
time freshmen.
Asked if he expected 5000 5thdents would spend the night in
front of the women’s gym the
day before admissions, Montgomery said, "If that’s all, I
think we’re lucky."
-

k

A.S. Interviews
Still Continuing

Signature of Petition Carrier

Plio,ou

kololress. "I oiss o

Dale

INSTRUCTIONS (Please read carefully before gathering signatures)
Circulator must be a registered voter in the county H . - , otd,n
E. is circulated.
Signer must be a registered voter residing in the coi.- . where pe.
CASE OF DOUBT - ACCEPT THE SIGNATURE, IF SIGNATURE IS INVALID - IT WILL NOT INVALIDATE THE PETITION
Signer must sign full name and date in his/her own handwriting. The address .’hould be printed. Do not uso Post Office Box Numbers.
Ditto marks (") must not be used under any circumstances.
4. Do not insert precinct numbers. Experienced help at Headquarters will do this.
5. Circulators may participate on their petition - both As a -signer and as a "circulator.6. Simply sign your name and address at the bottom -as you are registered to vote - where indicated and return to headquarters.
Notaries are not required.

I.
2.
IN
3.

OTHER WAYS YOU CAN HELP:
I. We need contributions to help ’Day the cost of thi ad. Make payable to:
Students or Vote Extension
Sheryl Lanier, Washburn Hall
2. Other volunteer work - send us your name and phone number.
3. OFT FPIENDS TO HELP

PLEASE RETURN BEFORE JAN. 9, 1969 to:
Committee to Lower Voting Age
205 Eshleman U.C. Berkeley - 692-1431 after 5 p.m.
845-4418 or come by the 18 yr. old vote table in Sproul Plaza
FOR ADDITIONAL PETITIONS AND INFORMATION
CONTACT THE ABOVE

’Note: This petition is part of a statewide effort to qualify the 18 yea- ,1 1
MEETING TODAY ED 354 3:30 P.M.
Paid for By Student, for Vote Extension

.er for the 1920 California be’ -
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BUZL iNYWIST: Steady Reserve

131ans for the upcoming season.
vnioff boffin,: o;11-1 in III,’ Nprint.
,OMeSt,r.

LONGEST W,:EKEND
AT LOWEST F R:CES
P.CK-UP ANYTIME THURS.
SAT. RETURN MONDA0’
PRIOR TO 9 P.M.
DELUXE WO)1) SKIc
BOOTS AND POLES
-V LATCH IN BINDINGS
$6.00
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Who was hurt in the
’ 44 oia1 season effort 12
,i,,t s ago.
111:1 111111’1y !Mt of the
’I Ill encounter. Kerr I 142u, who
I
- both knees injured, is
doubtful,
Smith, who confesses
spartans will he i-trotsg’,ornaments than in dual
:iould get a
indiraI team strength against
placed fourth, one
SJS, in last week, ’ineo Slate Invitational,
a. was third and ("en, Washington College second.
’al Poly ’Son Luis Obispo.,
...Inch tied for the SJS title with
t’hico. swept seven firsts in
I reezing to the team championCleve Holt t1901 won an individual title for the Spartans
whI le Paul Batting took seonid
in the 177 -pound division.
Tim Kerr, Terry’s brother,
grabbed fourth place in the 158pound class for the SJS matmen.
- - -

.-,..., :an,: an ha ,,,:.
b.,. I. 4,1,-. 1111., knit’ Ity .1
\1/4.1.5
; t
\VIII1 28 fOUIS C0111parell to the
Cougars’ 12.
Just two Spartans managed to
double figures against BY1-7.
it,
including the consistent Diettick
’ 1 ind surprising Al Graves
Glares, continuing to, sub for
the injured Berme Veasey, hit
his career high against BYU to
keep the Spartans in the game
until the final few moments.
But 5,15 ,aiuld hit tally 38 [WI’
cent (coin the field. compared
the Cougars’ 50 per cent. and this
combined with the wide margin in
fouls proved fatal Lou’ the Spartans. Also proving disast ntus were
the exits of Diet rick and Ilamin
on personal fouls midway through
the second half.
Itt’FFNER POTENT
Cougar forward Paul Ruffner
scored 36 points, the most tallied
against the Spartans this season.
Hopefully a late Christrtas
present. the New Mexico Invitational will 41111 oh the Spartans
in the same field with New Mexico State. Idaho State, and
Creighton University.
But the Si,artans would have
to win the tournament, plus all
tIt ree of their single games, to
ret urn home with a winning
record.

Fresh Hoop Streak
Reaches 6 Victories
The Spartan (rush basketball
team’s win streak reached six
games in as many tries with a
pair of weekend victories.
Last night
he Spartabohos
went after lucky No. 7 against
Travis Air Force Base in a late
game at Travis.
Saturday night the Sparta babes played host to the College
of San Mateo and pieked up win
No. It by downing the Bulldogs
61.53 in overtime.
But the game was e:nser than
that as a 47-all regulation score
will attest.
S.IS jumped out to a 28-15 halftime advantage but CSM mounted a stiong second half rally before the Spartabahe: prevailed,
outscoring CSM 14-6 in the exit a
session.
Johnny Skinner led the Sparta.
buttesscoring with 25 points
while hitting ntt 10 of 16 field
goal attemids,
Ue DIVIS CLIPPED
Cont lotting
e n t improvement, Dave Paul tided 11 tallies
and Dave Gaines chipped in with

rev

The Spartababes also clipped
the
’ ,..,..
I,
:II

ftair men hit in .1,iuble figures.
I-, 41/ hao his high game with
_
hile hitting, exceptionom the field through,tne.
’
Glildinelli also had
’me with 19 points
added 18 and Jan
A
LEA!)
(..-11111
IIISO Wag
of the rest of
gamc its 13
ill
while SJS led
1,1 -1
tories, Skinner
II, ,111 even ’21
-z
lifted
...rt, st.
double
! ;
i
’Die Si., ,:iliabes won’t see
Jan. 9 when
action
they
I’llitornia (rash
consecutive
:
six
in the t
hinne
Most of the games will be preliminaries to varsity contests as
the squad will continue play
throug,h February.
T...u.-,hest game on the slate appears to he a eontest with the
always strong If nivvrsity of
Santa Clara frosh.

.gagegasi-gemagagagagagiiiiisate
rctoys

$6.50

’idays wistep-m
oindings

$7.50

Stretch Ski Pants
Quilted

$3.00
$2-$3.00

Parkas

Lift Coats
Ski

New Year’s Party

$5.50

**ndards

Racks

$4.00
$2.50 up

Toboggan Boots
Flying SnoSauc.-Irs

party farm.:

hors (room res

entertainment

\lake your re,;ervations earlv!
phone: 2’)1-3805

$1.50-$2-$3.00

Toboggans

champagne

$2.00
$1-$1.50

Tire chains

$4.50

or $3.00 w/$5. of other rentals

$6.00 a person

WEDNESDAY IS
GROUP NIGHT

Th is Ch r ist

as

$11.00 a couple

.necial ra1e-, for All organized
.upsaith prior arrangements

Renfal Phone Number
287-5994
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Our People Make You Happy,
We Make Them Happy
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weekend’s 5.15 Invitational
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Spartan Joe Sweeney. with twf
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FOOTBALL SEASON’S BEEN over for almost
a month now, but the thoughts of SJS 18-12
victory over UOP still linger on as the Spartans
gained possession of the traditional symbol
for the victorythe bell. Head coach Joe

Iii.! I.

sleieeney earned a third behind
inc( Greenfield in alltki
tie -it Tit pin 0.05. for
Turpin
, i, long
a
flea exered e II
Bea,
two
....el the top

I
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ual nail n. Def, nding champion
placed second and Zoo (in-

6
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LENNY’S
I

COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

1,1..,...

So you swung with the Stones and
the Planes over at Altamont
So you grooved with Taj Mahal and
Santana up at Fillmore West

Intramurals
IIltr.rii

,

McMullen is shown bringing the bell off the
fieid with some of his players after the game,
with cheerleader Crazy George Henderson
(right) looking on. That brings up the question:
where’s the bell now?
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ished third.
.
Brad Chal...iya I 145e :old BO!
Brown i 1771 were TC’s lone ’ii 1
tars. Zoo garnered most of its 37
points for the runner-up spot on
the strength d final* individual . ID
titles. Zi .1 WIMICIS in IlldI’ll ( ;:.
Peterson I 12:l . Terry 11u4hes "s
.1.60). Steve ON. iII .191 , and I
,.
John Sisloner i he.ivyweight i.
D’
Fourth pia.. Si line Boys took one division, John Dim
0521. and Bob Rice 1137. win
"US’ " lone crown.
Norman Schmitz .167. of West 1.D
Hall, fifth place finisher. was the
other individual champion. Sigma
Alpha Epsilon placed sixth in
I
team standings.
George Tauter defeated Robert
Ching to win the badminton titIc
Friday. Taufer completed tht
rec
b
:,o,:rney with a n unlemished

Jewelers
ALMADEN
FASHION PLAZA
r 14 ON THE MALL
PHONE 266.4466

72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920
WESTGATE
SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-305I
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It’s hard
to feel secure
under 30
and uther
traced ies of
college life.
Getiing hp to the reality
that you’re not going to be in
school forever can be a bad
experience. That’s why it pays
to plan for the future now. Invest in a life insurance program
that can provide the foundation for a solid financial structure.
Provident Mutual has a program carefully designed for
college students. The earlier
you start, the less it costs. And
the more security you’ll have
a chance to build.
So stop by our office today.
Or give us a call. And if you
end up talking to an over 30,
don’t be surprised when he emphasizes. Mainly because he
had to get hip to the same
reality.
Long and .Associatea
675 N. let Suite 500
297-5707
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But Baby, you haven’t tripped till you
dig the Renegades here at the WAREHOUSE!
MMaKAMItMUllRUUMMZMkaakft.

l!!.. ,i.FAMY

ri.4.
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GR AND OPENING

SUPER HE WY GROUP

glutnni Room

"The kenegadeo

II

$225

11-Aii

COCKTAIL
nose being nerved
t starts 9 p.m. till 1:30 a.m. I
,

V

111
$195.
To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our tamoue
Orange Blossom guarantee.

Jewelers
.1611,611111

V

’IV.’ W.V.i

\141\"1 CC.

We are now serving cocktai s for the first time
Thursdz’y night is College Night: Happy Hour 8-9
Everyone 18 & over welcome
New Wed. opening policy

1REHOUSE THE WAREHOUS
Open: Wed, Thurs, Fri. & Sat.

1760 South Seventh St.
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live Like Pigs’ Opens Tonight
With Grunts, Squeals, Conflict
a lot of fun to do." It deals with
the Sass ney family wha are 1.th/titled from a condemned tram
ear to a middle class housing development in Northern England.
There they litmally "live like
pigs" and run into conflict with
their middle class neight.irs.

contemporary adult drama, opens
tonight at 7:30 pan. in the Stu
dio Theatre.
"Live Like Pigs" Is this semester’s production by the rehearsal
and performance elms. David
Colielin, assistant professot of
drama, is both the instructor of
the class and the dire(tor of the
play.
According to Coisim, "lave

For What It’s Worth

rts

the main season origin : he is doing his thesis

Across Nations
CNistmas PcaceChristmas
Party
An Infernation
tonight from 9

P.M. to I A.M.
at San Jose Women’s Club, 75 South 1 I th St.

Oppenheimer ’Spy’ Trial
Subject of S.F. Drama

Dinner of International Foods
Entertainment and Band Dance
sponsored by: Intercultural Steering Committee

the Repertory Theater of Lincoln
Center, under the direction of
Jules Irving. It closed in September to begin its first tour.
-In The Matter of J. Robert
Oppenheimer" involves the audience in certain questions being
examined. Can a scientist be loyal
and still be a security risk: can
he be judged guilty by association? The hearings held in Washington in 1954 examined the loyalty of Dr. Oppenheimer four
times, and each time he was
cleared of all charges. But, his
security status was never returned.
All performances will start at
8:30 p.m., except Wednesday and
Saturday matinees (2:30 p.m.).

"In The Matter of J. Robert
Oppenheimer," a controversial
ciiurtroom drama, will play. two
weeks at the Curran Theatre in
San Francisco, opening on Friday evening, Dec. 26.
The drama, which concerns the
hearings of the Atomic Energy
Commission into the loyalty of
the noted physicist, Dr. Oppenheimer, "father of the Atom
bomb," was written by Heinar
Nipphardt. It was first presented
in West Berlin in 1964. Since
then it has been seen in many
Koroiman countries, and had its
ir.t American production at the
Mush’ Center in Los Angeles.
The New York premiere was
last March and was presented by

There will be two lierformances
of "Live Like Pigs" one tonight
and one tomorrow night also at
7:30. Admission is free but by
ticket. These can be obtained
from the Drama Department Office. SD100 between 9 and 5
daily. The public is wehome.

FREE ADMISSION

kVedoesday, Det.etritier 17. 1969

%tit sN DAILY

NO BUDGET
Since there is no budget tor
this production, all the costume,
and makeup must be supplie
from the stock in the Drama Drpartment.
The students are msponsible
for the lighting, stage direction
makeup and set design.
"Although this may not be a
liolished production." C.) pelin
says, "something will be happening on the stage. It’s sort of a
ismr relation to the m a j 01
go
sho:Lais, blit I think it will be quite

WOMEN’S PARTS
Copelin says he chose this play
beeause it has a lot of parts
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By WALT YOsT
Fine Arts Editor
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BUXTON offers a complete line of men’s
and women’s wallets with matching cases for
cigarettes, lighters, eye glasses and keys.

’
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\10th STREET PHARMACY
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10th & Santa Clara

294-9131

Torbiy’a Subject: The trouble w:th "free" records
One of the hazards of this job Fine Art.: i.d. I is that promoters
and publicity flacks are always sending me things ("bestsellers" in
plain brown wrappers, expired theater tickets, candid photos front
Doris Day’s latest movie). Most of it’s crap.
This semester a certain record distributor mailed me three large
envelopes of I.P’s. Their intention, scrawled across the package front,
was that I review the records. Well, I thought, there are benefits to
this work. Not quite.
It was a godsend for those who dig Dick Montaloe Beck, Bodine,
and Tummy Flanders. Trouble is they’re all supposedly coming
"stars," never before heard of en the face of the earth.
SLEEPERS
I remembered, though, that the Beatles, Stones, and Airplane all
started out as unknowns. Among my shipment of album.; might’ve
been a few "sleepers." When someone gives me something free I
don’t give up hope easily.
Playing records you can’t stand. I learned, is one of the worst
forms of masochism. It’s like going "cold turkey." Your stomach
gets a little weak and you sweat a lot.
Bodine, a semi -country group. was the first to be heard. All their
songs are originals. That is, they’re written by the band members.
If ever a group needed to steal other people’s material, it’s Bodine.
ECOLOGY LURE
Next was Joe (not Jeff) Beck. Ott the cover shaggy -haired Joe is
shown leaning against a tree with a sign reading "No trespassing. This
area patrolled and closed to all public use." Joe’s smart. The album
will be a big seller among conservation-ecology freaks. "Nature Boy"
is the title of the record.
Beck’s P.R. man writes. "Listen to Joe Beck- just listen. He’s
beautiful. Listen to his nmsic and you know him, because music is
his thing." Joe Beck is "back -to-the -roots" simplicity. Joe Beck is
an uncomplicated country boy. Joe Beck is boring :is iill hell.
With Tommy Flanders record "The Moonstone." you get a free
poster. You also get Tommy’s profound handttritten !and autographed!) message: "Dear Strangers. I have made this ’album for
you." Tommy sings 11 of his own compositions, to pulsating, mindblowing, stomach-retching accompaniment.
TWO COPIES
I was sent two copies of Dick Monda’s latest release. "Truth.
Lies, Magic, and Faith." I couldn’t even give the extra one away.
People stared at me as if I were a member of the Board of Trustees.
Monda’s list of credits ( ?) are that he’s written songs for Frankie
Laine, Tom Jones, Engelbert Humperdinck. the First. Edition, and
Gary Puckett and the Union Gap. Only because of Monda’s modesty,
I’m sure, did they leave out mention that he was purportedly the
guiding force behind the Amities.
GOSPEL ROCK
The discreet P.R. release notes objectively that "It wasn’t until
Dick Monda came on the scene that Gospel ... in the form of Gospel Rock .....as really made a vital part if today’s music."
There was only one LP in the bunch that displayed any honesty
and quality. It was by the Crass Capitalists, had a picture of a stark
naked blonde on the cover, and featured eight pages of various, explicit sex positions for beginning adolescents) in full color. It was on
the Orgasm label.

Catherine Huntsinger
Wins Music Scholarship
Catherine

Ifuntsinger,

senior

SJS music major, recently won a
$250 scholarship from
Jose

rZA4,

,

the San

Guild,

Miss Huntsinger auditioned and
was selected from numerous applicants in the area. The scholarship is designed to financially help
an aspiring opera singer.

. 4

.!,;!

Opera

toli4

The award will be presented
to Miss Huntsingcr tomorrow at

Mayhew Appears Tomorrow Night

51.10E.IlqiNG
eatePpplos

Pianist John Mayhew, former
SJS student, will perfoon in concert tomorrow evening at 8:15 at
the San Jose Women’s Club auditorium, 75 South 11th St.

TINY TIM MARRIED?
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GOLF CLUB SALE
PRO CLUBS II Pal= 394

MEN’S and WOMEN’S
STARTER SETS
Iron
2 Weeds
mired Supply
$69.50

MG.

2999

Iron seism.1
Reg. $179

Left or Ri;ht H:nd

Ccur.,rl,te

12 5..

GOLF SHOES
Broken Sizes

599

BAC

L

CORFAM
1699
Reg. 24 50
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MADE by WHITE STAG
saes NAMES - RUCKSACIIS - INS? SACKS
WW2 STAG - MILL/ - 141WCO FTC

Tim will be married tonight on the Johnny Carson
Show. Good Luck. To Celebrate this occasion, each
of his two albums can be purchased for $2.75
through Fri. (reg. $4.98) Take Tiny Time home to
the folks for Christmas.

I 110% dim Sun.. 14)
All labels including ARHOOLIE, CHESS, ROOT,
DELMARK, BLUESWAY, BLUE THUMB, EAC.
If we don’t have what you want, just ask and
we’ll order at the above prices.
$3.95 for $5.98
$3.05 for $4.98

EW RELEASES

nuNs

WITH GREATER DISCOUNTS ON ALL
Tal I

SLEEP
STERLING
cumAnc
100% DOWN

ASS
mduireit 1.0E.
.4499 2.4 .95".*0

RIP STOP NYLON
lb 49.99
fOsirli NIP SLOP LINfb
EXTRA LOINO SAGS IN STOCK ALSO

aSISN’t 4,16).4i AtIfi" 44ta&A.LItt grialelfet-14M

$2.95
$2.95
$3.19
$3.19
53.19
53.19
43.19
$3.19
$3.19

Tickets will be available at the
door prior to the performance.
Featured in the concert will be

Mozart’s "Sonata in ( ’ Major
Koehel 330" and 5(.5..1%11 Other
works by Bach, Chopin and
Liszt.
Otiginally from Los Angeles,
Mayhew has studied piano
mound the world and has appeared in numemus concerts in
the area.

Come, fly with

BLUES SALE

HEAD COVERS 99c: ea.

WILSON K-28 8 IRON SETS Reg. $183
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WOODS
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n in. in Coneert Hall during
1
the Ainsic Dept.’s weekly recital
hour.
A student of Jeanne Gat-son.
assistant professor of music, Miss
Huntsinger has appeared with
the San Jose Opera Workshop
and was the soloist in the SJS
Symphony Orchestra’s recent
concert. She is also a member of
Mu Phi Epsilon, SJS chapter of
the professional iv- ’iron’s s,,rnrity.

^.-;Ined Heat - Vintage
Harvey Mandel - Games guitars play
Zephyr
Loading Zone
Richie Haven - Stonehedge
About Blues
Johnny Winter
Best of Traffic
Nice
Pentangle - Basket of Light

lir- reoursts the oudeni. 7’he wise man
I teach. I ran only show."
Repliex,"l et
._

"reach

ghooriALs and deeds for peace are coniayeaue,
.10MCOIle 10day.
I I,

110l RS ’I’ll HE.. CHRISTMAS
SAT. 10 to 6
NiF 11 10
St N. 1 to h

E. Sao remade
M-8303

’UNITED
(IN II

STEWARDESS
United has the World’s largest jet fleet, is hi -Is locale. Mote
opportunity to fly to more play., and meet iiiii re people.
A United stes.aroless holds a position of respect and re.
sponsibility and during her first year, she Lis ’I-ages at least
$450 per month plus expenses for 70 to 85 hours 1l big Lim,’.
After 5% weeks of training, during the Spring and SunI.
Mel’, you may graduate if) illiA exciting life.
You may qualify if yoll Sr.- 19% or 1111,, 1’2" to 5’9"
height, personable, anil attrartise bilk clear
’,lesion.

Interviews Friday, Dec. 19
11

sm.

to 4 p.m.

Sin Jose Airport. Smith Concourse
Gate

#3

’UNITED AIR LINES
An Equal Opportimils rinploser

Sociology Club Officers Quit
Ft) MARI MGRALEs
Dany Political Writer
Sociology Club officers Miguel
Mendez, Beverley Ellerthurg and
Fred Stevens were recently asked
to resign by Dr. Winfk-ld Salisbury of the Sociology Department. The three officers complied.
The request stemmed from a

Student Program
Deadline Jan. 9
Application deadline for the
Pacific Neighbors Student Exchange Program is Jan. 9. All
students interested should contact the Foreign Language Department, Building N.

.lisagreement Letween the ,4fieers, who were the only active
Illelltherti, and the de; art rnent,
over the purpose of the club. The
department reportedly wants the
Sociology Club to be a social club
and not get involved in the Community.
"The resignations are not final
yet," stated Mendez, club president. "At the next Sociology Department meeting, we will ask
the students if they want their
club to be party -directed, or
directed toward more up-to-date
issues ignored by the rest of the
sociology depratments of the nation. These," he charged. "share
part of the blame for the lack
of solutions to minority pnvblems."
Last semester the club worked

Even though the exchange students will be going to Japan,
there is no language requirement.
The only requirement is to be a
student front Santa Clara County
and have at least a 2.0 GPA.
The Pacific Neighbors Student
Exchange Program is affiliated
with the San Jose Sister City
Pr ’gram. The two students selertecl will go to San Jose’s Sinter
City, Okayama, Japan, this sum-

101 iii.
1111
1.
ion
Against Pmerty
AP. and
helped influence
tn.. Count)
Board of Supervisors to raise the
subsistence level for people on
general assistance. The students
felt they gained valuable practical experience, Miguel said, and
they planned to continue to work
on community issues this year.
The club also worked on "two
badly needed Chicano courses" on
Chicano community and Chicano
identity, which were pased 6-1
by the department’s curriculum
committee, but failed to pass the
department. The sociology students felt that graduates should
have some knowledge of the Chicano culture, because most of
them go into social welfare work
in this valic)

FRE EEar Piercing

Japanese Organization’s
Benefit Set Tomorrow

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

died before comiti. to the United
The Santa Clara Valley Junior
States.
Japanese American Citizens
Reservations may be made by
League ..IACLI is sponsoring a
calling 225-3150 . day . or 287benefit performance of "Goodbye,
3469 . evenings I. Reservation re31r. Chips" at Century 21 Theaquests and checks, payable to
ter tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
Neftali Reyes Memorial Educasell for $3.30 and $3.00. There will
tional Fund, may be sent to 1055
be complimentfuT refreshments.
N Fifth St., San Jose 95112.
The benefit originally began
as a project to pay hospital expenses for Neftali Reyes, a 10Read
and Use
year-old boy from El Salvador in
Central America. Neftali required Spartan Daily Classified Ads
a heart operation to be performed
For
at Stanford Hospital by Dr. NorConvenience and Profit
man Shumway. The boy, however.

Now, Look!

PAINI.E,

1.:%eryhoti)

ktoms

that

yott don.t get something for

nothing. and that you usually get just what you pay
SIR RODNEY OF
DEVONSHIRE DELLS
PUT ON A-1 ACTION
MAN BELLS
SAID SIR RODNEY
WITH GLEE,
THEY DON’T BAG
IN THE KNEE;
I BET THIS CASUAL
JEAN REALLY SELLS!
$8.50 to $10.00

for. These old slogans are true, of course. The items
li,ted below are real honest bargains. low in price, but
top

Ann: for the price.

ment for rich folks

Reed’s also features equip-

a ith names like Head. Fischer.

am.e. Bogner. Meister and Montant.

Skis

BEAU TIES I

The Best Name Brands
in Woods, Metal and
Fiberglas.

Campus life Editor’s Note:
Pinning, engagement or marriage announcements may be
turned into the Spartan Daily
Oilier (.IC208) anytime.

Boots

Willi Purchase of Earrings
* All 14K Solid Gold

Some Buckle, some lace
quality at
all of top
reasonable prices.

* Many To Choose From

PINNING
Melinda L. Haven, junior home
economics major and member of
Alpha Omega Pi sorority from
Los Altus. to Edward P. Soldanl,
senior marketing major and member of Sigma Pi fraternity from
Cupertino.

qtrAwrvif nfi1ti-1

rkvcomtie, 17 1140

* Special Rates for Groups
* Earrings Start at $7.50

FROM $1 5 00

Beautiful savings here
and these pants are first
line only.

Phone for Appointment

Retta Wells, senior social science major and member of Phrateres service organization from
Sacramento, to John Amend,
senior economics major and member of the Society for the Advancement of Management from
San Mateo. The wedding is set
for June 14. 1970.

$2995

FROM $2500

Pants

* Instruction For Care

ENGAGEMENT

FROM

Sweaters

297-6522

Brand Name Sweaters that will
keep you warm all winter
in style.

ree4n 141

FROM

REED’S

40 S. 1st STREET

11

Fil

BELLS

SPORT SHOP
3151 Al

Rock Ave.

‘C),ITH FIRY

Phone: 258.5305

SPARTAN SPEC AL
10% Discount

as our Christmas "Thank You

All Merchandise
(No Limit on Amount)

Students
Faculty

3 Days only,

Dec. 17 -18 - 19

gookteole

Staff

Coupon good for
Special Prize
Drawing
5 P.M. Friday,
December 19th

With this Coupon

All members of the
SJS Campus Community
Only I coupon per
customer per day

cperptan Sooluitore
100/o Discount
Christmas Special
Name
ASB Card No. or Dept.
Date
Myr,

S25.00
Gift Certificate
No need to be present,
names posted

It
SAM Holds
Competition
The Society for the Advancement of Management is currently
sponsoring an essay contest in
conjunct...an with

the upcoming

seminar on environmental pollution.
Entrants must write art essay
Pollution"
"Environmental
on
and hand it in by Dec. 31.
For further information
Patrick Nolan at 253-959R.

call

leel,earJai
2877

ealtiornia,

nto
-San
r bets. wit Div loader & Broderick )
Dancing, food,
& entertainment
Mon. thru Sat.
8:30 p.m..2 :00 a.m.
For more information
415 346-1093
L...wrrwahuwwwwieryww«wwwweera
atm=

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PlIARMACY
South
10th
Street

Merry
Christmas
The Plr:ce To Go!
518 S. 10th

E. William

PRESCRIPTIONS I

MIttlia161.11.1111.2.111.a.1.11.11.1.44

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

Ecology Articles
Featured in ’Rule’

Spartaguide
Tomtit.
tInk’ It 4:30 p.m., Guadalupe
Room. Guest speaker, and elections scheduled.
Intercultural Steering Commit.
tee, 7 p.m., to meet :it 75 S. 11111
St. An international Christmas
party with foreign foods, live entertainment and dance will be
held.
Anthropology Club, 12:30 p.m
Montahrs Room. College l’nnn
Guest speaker will be Mrs. Katz
Tau Delta PM, 7:30 p.m., P.,
cific Room. College Union.
day to sign up for registratv
according to spokesmen.
Spartan Chinese Clullk 9
1 a.m. A dance is planned, b.,
admission charge. All students 111
tided. It is to be held .o
Wrimen’s Club, 73 S. Ilth
American Federation of
em, 12:30 p.m.. Constanoan
Room, College Union. Elect in of
the executive committee and discussion of state college firings is

mond Vesta-. ii, will talk on Ex
istential Psychotherapy. A din\ Ill lilies..
1.11Sse
( 11/j...11;511
l lit,’ Org:sisiXis
Chapel.
lion, 7-.: 11.111
All students invited.
Esperittiental L’ollege
7-9 p.m..
ott. liiiiiietiilt
EIM48. A discussion ins the res’teatoratuut t.5 humanity
uled.

BOOTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS W.,

couples

Ski Wear

4
o471.

Ham Radio Club

CA111’

it. I
it, 1 tecentl,t
lagazine feat urint: elm articles
on the ecology crisis is now on
sale for 35r in front of Ihe old
Spartan Bookstore. The magazine
has changed its format in the last
scveral years towards being a
campus magazine. rather than
representing just the Engineering Department. December’s issue is alit> highlighted by Rulemate. Site Damante

IA -I.
3
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Pipes, Pauches, Humidors

HELP WAKTED 141
I NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sem.
ple program full time, pad time, steady
work. 4 good men wanted immediately
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation frn. Cell today. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
MALE & FEMALE: Full or Pert-time Ice
Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route.
30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream
Co. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 a.m.
297.4228.
MALE - FEMALE
Part or Full Time Sales - Need several
students 18 or over $2/hr. plus. Help
’nor, with apts for Cowles Communication. Must be neat appearing, able to
meet the public. Near campus. Mr.
Ronson 287-6083.
HEATHERLEE AGENCIES now accepting
applicants for part-time child-care or
ti,usework. 296.3533.
COLLEGE GIRLS: Needed as waitresses
for businessmen’s lunc h. 11:30 2:30,
Sa,nry plus tips, any days. The Bellows
252.4424.
WAITERS: College students over 21.
Steak House. Salary & tips. Call The
Bellows. 252.4424.

STUDENTS - Available immediately 1
bdrrn, apts. frrnished. $130 mo. near
SJS. See mgr. at 686 S. 8th St.
THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE now
renting. Foreign Students preferred. con.
tact 596 S. 10th or call 293-9877 after
5.
I OR 2 FEMALE roommates needed to
share ant. w/2 others. 599 S. 10th #29,
Call 292-7837.
2 BDRM. FURN. APT. avail. immediately. 4 people to share. $200/mo. 641 S.
11th St. See Manager, Apt. #2.
FEMALE, upper-div. and/or working
share 2 bdrm. (urn, Duplex. Near SJ
Civic Ctr. $65/mo. 286-8986.
4-MALE ROOMMATE wanted: to share
2 bdrm. apt. with 1 others. Own bdrm.
Furnished, 780 S. 11th St. #I9. Call
after 5 p.m. 297-4277.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
1 bdrrn. apt. Close to school. $45/mo.
Call Jean 295 3742 or 295.4568.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
apt, near compus. Need by January 1st.
Call 287-5046.
READ!! Before signin, any new leases Of
contracts for nerh semester check out
State 11 at 155 S. 11th. Exc. food, perk’
log, social lounger, part,, basement etc
Coed. $525/sem. room & board
$300/ sear, room &
MALE ROOMMATE - share 2 ccirm.
Ilege-$40, mo. 297.5882
house
. or "div student preferred.
Grad
rolls
SPACE IN THE COLLEGE

FEMALE DANCERS - area’s most psyh,..ge.- ,’,".sphere. THE BEAR KAVE:
7S. 24-." S.
Jnse.
the
re r r. : C.
Application,
WANT SOME EXTRA MONEY? Need Housing Offce. 319 S Ore St. 746.
,r-rn paper Inn,
n597.
LOST AND FOUND 161
HOUSING (5)
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
- OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm.
-. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
MALE ROOMMATE to share quiet corn.
m. Private home with kitchen
Call Dave 286-3025. 146 S.

STOLEN: German Short-haired pointer
puppy 6 mos. Would the person who
took my dog on Nov. 19. please consider returning him - you can’t imagine
the damage you’ve done. If you’ll return my dog, I’ll be glad to buy you
another. Please consider this request
seriously - I’m getting desperate. Call:
287.5402.
WILL THE PERSON who took the wicker
suitcase out of the Mustang on 12th St.
- PLEASE return the term paper! No
questions asked; can leave in mailbox.
Anne-215 S. 12111 *5 286-4164.

MALE ROOMMATE 21.30,4 bdrm. house
Own morn, straight, non
Call 321.0188.
WILL PERFORM CHORES in exchange LOST Anatomy Notes 12 ’11. Reward
or to use as studio 296-3533 or Sheila. 286-0341.
I equip- fc
’67 HONDA 305
.r.
3
t.yint, and 294
Call Mike MALE ROOMMATE Needed lmmed.: To
PERSONALS 171
’
share 1 bdrm, apt. near college. $50/mo.
.’ronsion, just Serious upper div, student preferred. WANTED: Term Paper on Manpower or
’61 CHEV. V.8,
: 5 1 Steering & Large. clean apt. Call 287-7449.
related area. 10-25 pews. WrIl pay.
1312.
MALE - Own room, avail. immediately. 294-2360.
. Wagon. R/H, very 3 locIrro. turn, apt. $56/mo. 628 S. 10th WE LOVE
62 CHEVY 11
OUR customers. Won’t you
2’66.4832.
#7. Call Mike 286-9652.
let us love you. Astor’s Coin Auto Wash
65 CHEV. IMPALA, 2 . dr. HT. PS, FT3,
NEEDED - - 732 S. 1st.
ROOMMATES
2
FEMALE
.
s
$950 or best
‘o share 2 bdrrn. 2 bath with 2 others ALL NIGHT dedication party for YOUR
it r
2= ’ 1102.
2 buts. from SJSC $57.50 Call Peg COLLEGE UNION. Wednesday after
’ gog
’58 RENAULT DALIN-m.1E
79,
Lee Michaels until??
NEED IMMEDIATELY Female Roommate
-. 4 bdrm. house with 6 others.
SERVICES HD
SP’,":)R
293 0400,
2 FEMALE UPPER-DIV. STUDENTS - STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast Ac
wanted to share house in W.G. Call curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
Jackie at 266.8816.
244-6581.
o54
MG
H.7)NDA SCRAMBLER 305. tor .59150 C al S u

FOR SALE 13)

Greet the newness
of spring with the
newest in slacks,
A. 1 Continental
Flares. This
action man slack
has the famous
Racer continental
top. flared bottom,
heel to toe slant
and boot slit. Solids and patterns in
noiron fabrics.
$10.08 to 811.00

new,

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats,
-:amping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHION,
,m, Leather & Suede Jackets. Velvet
,j,’. -t & Pars 3rd Hand Store.
-s 5Hed
5 St. between 8th 8, 9th.
Mondays.
PREE EA, PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS , . Hose of Gold Earrings.
for appointment. 297.
s’ S. 1st St. Downtown.
BIG SUP LAND, ’iryup opportunit/.
Ventana Wilder
540.000. Wriin
P.O. Boa 3682 C-Calif. 93921.
ACCORDION FOR SALE: 11 b -r,

CONSISTENT WITH THE SPIRIT OF
THE HOLIDAY SEASON, THE
CLASSIFIED SECTION IS A GIVE
AND TAKE THING

560. Cal, Marl

Sizes 28-38 Waist

iffliffiLES
KETTMANN’S
IRI

011;N

I01 E.
NT ku. R T.
IIFT \\ UN 31st AND 33rd
DMA 9:30 T() 6:343 MFRS. ’TIL 9

Iii=331\
fIRC1 NATIONAL

ureineer

they hve shopped-and corn.
pared and have found that
Carlyle’s prices Cr. never higher and in most instances, are
lower than prices Isewhere,
or the lam, quality diamond.
Save 20% with ASB Card

mewl ammo

EXOTIC & UNUSUAL gifts from Middle
n g, Weterpipes,
vERSAL IMPORTS
...le Rd.. Saratoga
757-9655.
AMPEX 9BSA
S
. i TAPES
1,222
Si,
-SOLID STATE Guitar Amp. 150 wafts.
10" Jerseys, $200. Mike
^1.1 294.8741.

Carlide_

e.1 JCWELERS

Shop Thursday Night ’al

ASB Card Honored

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose,
258-4335 143 Bahama Way.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
Etches. 251.2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fut.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298.4164.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - Eiird.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave,
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
GERMAN-ENGLISH Translations by
graduate student 377-2367.
HALSTROM’S EMBLEMS - Club Emblems made to order. Swiss Loom -Satin
Stitch -Chain Stitch. Embroidery. 1462
Hillsdale, San Jose. 264.2560.
STANFORD DATING CLUB
Join today get on our encounter list.
New memberships available now. Send
name, address, and $1.00 to Hal. P.O.
B-tx 3971, Stanford Calif. Results.
OUTSTANDING TYPING-Electric. Term
papers. rt!o--ts manuscripts. V. Barter,
294-0076
tys only 8-6.
TRANSPORTATION 191
JET CHARTERS to Europe for summer,
book early! From $179 one way, NO
FEE. Contact Prof. Maga at 293-1033.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
schedules from L.A. and Oakland to
London, Amsterdam, Frankfurt. From
$255 to $325. - roundtrip; $160 $185 - one-way. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peal, 247 Roycroft. Long
Beach 90803 438-2179.
RIDER WANTED to Newport area Dec.
19 or 20th. Call Linda 379-4299. after
6 p.m.
THIS SUMMER spend 6 wks. in W.
Europe & Greece for $1095. Price incl.
jet trans.. red. trip from L.A., food,
lodging & excursions. Depart L.A. July
17. If inter. Call Bob Woods, 371-3773.
RIDE WANTED! To WIs, and back for
Xmas. Will share driving expenses &
las. Call 292-3812 after 5. Ask for Ned.
SEATTLE - Leaving about the 19th. Returning about the 3rd. Share expenses.
Terry 259,2445.
WOMAN driving to Seattle. Needs 2
riders. 0-e willing to help with the
driving. 545 Sn. 9t11 #3. Prefer females.
RIDE WANTED! To Denver and back for
Xmas. Will share expenses. Cell 297-9679
between 3 & 6 p.m. Gene.
11.M.01..M.1.1111M.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9-12
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

We lute your money
Phone 2944414, Inf. 2445

LOOM 24" Four Harness. Just wl-,
weaver needs. $30. 212 4595
NINOPIVINI4

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three
One day
3 lines

lines

5

lines

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi 1
tional line I

Ons day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
.50

Two days Three days
2.25
2.00
2.50 -2.75 3.25
3.00
3.50
3.75
.50

.50

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 3,3 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

Ms days

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.003.50
4.00

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

Downtown Palo Alto
323-2834

You yive uJ your ad

GERMAN SHORT Hair Pointer Pups ’fed and solid liver ,9

4 lines

535 Bryant Street

f/AIII

[BANKAMERICAIII

for their
Diamond
Rings
because:

\

Christmas Gift Headquarters

Spartan Daily Classifieds

NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB neeni,
Four arrsrait
tents a -d licensed
membership fee & monthly due)
257.7562 or 248-8484.
_
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
(For students, faculty and staff only)
Los Angeles -London- (Round-tripl Mar.
29-June 16. 11 Weeks $255. June 15scheduled.
Student Mobilization Commit- Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 2I -Aug.
21, 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8
Morri,
tee, 12:30-2:30 p.m., in
$295. For application write or
-"
Dailey. A panel of Vietnam Semi
TS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave.
expeneeC,0, 90230. 14081 286.6929
their
anti will discuss
and onservat tens of the 55.!: AI!
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
students welcome.
,,,r marred, good students. Also,
Experimental Coll r it, e, 7:30
nt savings for tingle men over
on
symposium
it
hold
p.m., to
21 Call George Campbell 244-9600.
in
life.
Modern
and
Buddhism
FIND YOUR PERFECT WATCH.
r1 -N& SERVICE
JC’141.
.;13
Students for Vote Extension
STANFORD DATING CLUB
held in ED354.
3:30 p.m., to
C’ cr encounter list.
TOMORROW
tr-mi
’c, anrii,ble now. Send
Philosophy 205, 7 p.m., 55I!
51.00 to Hal, P.O.
i Ca!if. Results!
sirmsor a guest speaker, Dr. Ita.,
CAR RALLYE. START-GEM SHOT’.
Son Jose) SATURDAY,
.
SPORTIN’ LIFE’ :- ers welcome.
: , rne between
The SJS Amateur 11.1i1l
will be giving its Christmas ..-Dec. 19, Little Broth.
CAR RALLYE, r
ent to students a little ea’ Ii II:: n $3.00. Req. 6-8
m. N. lit St.. San
year.
..!
,n" for informa
Those students who are unald.to go home for the holiday lb.
3(1 CABIN -- We haVn room for
year will be able to "call"
relatives in the United Sima select foss’ foreign count
free.
AUTOMOTIVE 12.1
The club will be racrit
equipment and sec....
’64 VW BUG, C,
El
through Friday in
t- ca,h
" 1 around town.
"phone patches," using sh,.r,
hang out flf, GOOD TIRES. MUST
11.
radio equipment to plac,
I_LL! Best offer. 287-7189 after 6.
calls.
63 D-H-EVY II Wagon New tires. u
..rd concliicn. very reliable.
Students may obtain applic..Nner, low milage. $400 354-7128 eve.
tion blanks at the informathJ,
desk at the College Union. 1..1.
additional information go to
radio station in E115.
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’705 To Mean Headaches
In U.S. Foreign Policy

A Decade of Growing Pains
Scheduled for SJS in 1970s
Its CRAIG F.%
1111111I
Life Editor
TotL,aients at SJS are on
the threshold of a decade of tran’

sit ion

In 10 years, SJS will be a campus of high rise buildings and
plaaas. There will he few if any
’,’:I’aas, Califreshmen oi
-tate cal.
fornia’s sceOnd
k’’ will moat a a be a uniersity. And doe. aawn San Jose
will be almost aompletely redeeloped.
According to Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive dean in charge of
construction, projects presently
underway include:
classroom
four-story
The
wing and 10-stoty office tower
of the business building on San
Antonio between Ninth and Tenth
.slreets, designed by the State Offl, ICon-

striation and presently under
construction by Peter Kiewit
Sins of Concord.
The second multi -story parking garage on San Fernando between Ninth and Tenth streets,
designed by Collister, Payne and
Rosse of San Francisco and now
being constructed by Jaspel Construction of Santa Cruz.
The Biological Science wing
and three-story radiological facility being added to Duncan
Hall, designed by the State Office of Architecture and Construction and being built by Jasper Construction of Santa Cruz.
Propects in the bidding or
about to go to bid include:
Remodeling Library North
for admissions and records.
A heating and air conditioning plant to be located on San
Carlos between Ninth and Tenth
,71,1
desieced by the State Of-

vri
Motor,

hill Ii

Black Snail.- I ’apartment at San
- Jose State in September of 1968,
there would have been no such
., thing.
According to Prof. Leonard
Jeffries, head of the new Black
Studies Department, the program
a’ was a result of student demands
made
lust year.
"As a result of the demands
made by the students, a committee was formed, composed of student
representatives,
Black
faculty at San Jose and administration," said Jeffries. He stated
that the main thrust coming from
the Bla c k students laid the
araundwork for the program in
January of 1969.
Prof. Jeffries emphasized the
neeeasity of the program in sayinc that the Black students, as
well as other students across the
" ,siuntry, have felt that the whole
Iflack experience is an important
- part of eduaction of not only
’
Blacks but others. Jeffries also
7
hunted out that to a great exhut, the deliberate miseducation
- in the American education system
is
a,
has denied Blacks of their
a heritage, identity and contributions to the world stresses the
a need for the program.
PERMANENT QUARTERS
"Black Studies focuses on the
- real problems in society. America
is torn by the urban and racial
crisis, and if Blacks and society
are going to focus on these problems, they need something other
s . than the ordinary," said Jeffries.
aa
No program is complete with tot a puipose. Jeffries sees the
a purpose if the department as
three-fold.
.
"It is an attempt to establish,
on an academic and scholarly
level, it department dealing with
the Black experience in the
United Stares at all its levels,"
a; he explained.
As far ’is other aspects of the
pmgram, it was important to
Jeffries that the program establish a campus community of
Blacks-- students and faculty because there is a great need to
aaeetop a sense of community

The key to United States foreign policy of the ’70s is rooted
in the kind of agreements, tacit
or treaty, which can be achle%ed
with the Soviet Union. This understanding would reflect not
only restraint in pursuing objectives vis-a-vis each other but
would keep third world states
from exploiting East-West tensions for their own national interests.

flee of Architecture and Construction.
The old Spar tan Bookstore
would then become the temporary home of the Reserve Book
Room.
Projects that are presently in
the working drawing stage include:

--An 18-level central library
building to be built on Seventh
Street where the Home Economics Building and maintenance
center are now located. The library is being designed by Van
Bout ge and Nakamura of Berkeley and Aaron Green Associates
Architects of San Francisco.
- Remodeling of the American
Can Plant on Fifth and Martha
streets for a corporation yard.
Remodeling of the third floor
of Centennial Hall, audio-visual
wing, for test animal facilities.
Projects under design include:
Remodeling of the Administration Building for home economics.
Construction of a multi-story
social science classroom building
on San Fernando between Ninth
and Tenth streets for all social
science departments to make Centennial Hall available for remodeling for the School of Psycholamong Black students in their
ogy.
community as a whole.
- -Expansion of Spartan Sta"If anything that Black Studies
dium from its present 18,000
can do that is most important,
seats to 37,300 seats. This project
it is the motivational aspect of
will be done in cooperation with
moving Black to achieve their
the City of San Jose.
potential and beyond," explained
- -Development of the twoJeffries.
block area between San Fernando
In terms of only a couple of
and San Carlos streets and bemonths, the achievements of the
tween Third and Fourth streets
Black Studies Department have
by the Saga/Scope Corporation
been significant.
of Menlo Park in collaboration
THREE-FOLD PURPOSE
with the San Jose Redevelopment
The department has a fully
Agency and the college.
functioning staff of 11, and it
The Saga/Scope development is
offers 17 courses dealing with
part of the eight-square-block
Black experience on economic and
San Antonio Plaza redevelopment
historic levels in terms of art,
project which will stretch from
religion and culture.
Market street to Fourth street
The department has moved
and lie between San Carlos and
from a temporary office to an old
Santa Clara streets.
building. People in the departA pedestrian bridge will link
ment have converted the building s
the college and the Saga/Scope
into one of the most interesting
development over lowered Fourth
places on the campus.
street where the old science
"We are Black and proud, and
it’s quite obvious when one enters a building is presently situated.
The Saga/Scope development
the building and when one moves
will include a 30-story residence
in it," explained Jeffries.
hall tower with approximately
The SJS Black Studies began
1,250 student living units, a 20actual organization in January of
story apartment tower with 800
this year. Joe Labrie acted as
apartments, 200 townhouses for
Interim Chairman of the Ad Hoc
graduate students and faculty,
Committee to set up the depart150,000 square feet of college rement. They drew up the proposed
lated commercial developments
program, which was sent to the
anti an area for arts and crafts
Board of Trustees in February,
display. Underground parking will
set up classes anti recruited facprovide space for Saga/Scope resulty.
idents and the commercial develIn June, Jeffries, then at the
opments. Additional parking for
City College of New York, was
commuter students will be in a
named to the chairmanship.
multi -story parking garage on
Jeffries said it was difficult
San Fernando street, which will
to plan for the future in the Black
be operated by the college.
Studies Department.
"The difficulty is that there
Other future plans for SJS inwill be all sorts of attempts to
clude:
destroy the Black Studies De-Remodeling of the present lipartment, and most likely an
brary for classrooms, administraattempt to pull the rug out form
tion and an educational television
under us financially," he excenter.
plained.
-A new men’s gym to include
Nevertheless, Jeffries and the
a large basketball court and seatdepartment is thinking in terms
ing.
of growth.
-The possibility of constructIt is hoped that they will ining another building to the side
crease their faculty to 15 by the
of the present cafeteria.
Spring 1970 semester. They also
So students might as well rehope to add between seven and
sign themselves to construction
eight new roUrSeS to the curzones, for it’s going to be a decriculum.
ade of growing pains for SJS.

Black Studies Grow
During First Year
It ,

By DR. ALDEN VOTII
Associate Professor of Political
Science
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Beat!es, Dylan, Supremes
Rock ’60s With New Sounds
American pip music moved into
the year 1960 with little ceremony atui talent. Elvis Presley
was still the biggest thing aroand,
riding his wave of popularity
from the ’51ls. Songs by groups
like the Lettermen, the Everly
Brothers, the Drifters and Freddie Cannon were topping record
charts around the country.
Most songs from 1960 throogh
196I were artistically uncreative
renditions of what Presley had
been doing in the decade bef,,re.
Paul Anka, Neil Sedaka, Cannon were big in 1960 with junior
high -malt shop k we songs.
1962 had its share of crooners
like Pat Boone and Gene Pitney.
Big stars of the future years like
Chubby Checker i"The Twist,"
"Let’s Twist Again," and "Come
On, Gang, Let’s Twist Some
More . . ."t and James Darren
("Good-Bye Cruel W.,rid") were
big that year.
1962 was also the year Ray
Charles began what c4totinues to
be a distinguished career.
The advent f the popularity
of "soul" music was not far behind. Soul came out of the ghetto
with such charismatic performen;
as James BilAin, anti later Aretha Franklin.
In the early ’60s in Detroit, a
small record company known as
Motown Record blossomed suddenly into a multi-million dollar
giant. Such Motown "sounds" as
Smokthe Supremes. Four

ey Robinson and the Miracles
and dozens of other groups and
single performers all Black) got
their thing together at Motown.
In ’64 the Temptations had
Yet, 1964 was the Beatles’ big
year, too. The four lads from
England started with hits like "I
Want To Hold Your Hand" and
"She Loves You" and have yet
to stop issuing million selling
a ’rigs.
1964 was also the first year
for a writer who would, in only a
few years, completely change the
direction of rock n’ rccll - - Bob
Dylan.
Dylan was writing songs in ’64
that everybody in ’65 would sing.
In 1966, the Beatles kept on
top with songs like "Baby, You
Can Drive My Car." The Monkees, a group of non-talents from
the test tube of TV, made a hit
out of Neil Diamond’s "I’m a Believer." Tom Jones, The Lovin’
Spoonful, and the Kinks came
along. And the Supremes kept
right on rolling.
"Acid" rock, started in San
Francisco, soon moved into the
forefront of rock. A riotous combination of soul, rhythm and
blues, the electric music that accosts the senses anti hints of drug
experiences, has become one of
the most popular music forms in
the last three years.
Blues oriented rock caught on
in ’68 as Joplin took what the
Blacks in Chicago had been doing
for years and made it sell.

’Myths’ Fail in Turbulent ’60s
I

JAMES Elim- %ups
A. S. Presitiat
Tho ’605 will be reinefrthered
..:.

:is

the most turbulent years the
has heretofore experi-

nation
enced,
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This is because many
myths and concepts under which
we have lived were challenged
for the first time on a large scale.
The most overwhelming confrontation came as a result of the his.
torical crisis of Black and White
and carried over into Vietnam
and social change in government,
education, welfare, etc.
The significance of the ’60s saw
youth and the civil tights movement involved in trying to move
the moral conscience of the nalion away from myths (e.g.
melting-pot theory) to the realities of its institutions. Operating
on the premise that you can’t
solve a problem until you admit
it exists, these dynamic forces
drove home the realities of segregation and exploitation to confront head-on over ideals of
democracy. As a result of theme
momentous struggles, the nation

I egan to realize that while we
were putting people on the moon
others were starving in the
U.S.A., and that racism and discrimination are strange paradoxes in a nation founded on the
principle that all men are created
equal.
The groundwork has been laid
and the lines of conflict have
been drawn. But every crisis has
its dangers and opportunities. It
may spell either salvation or
doom. The test of the ’70s will be
"whether this nation or any nation . . can long endure." maintaining such a htige discrepancy
between the haves and have-nots.
We must begin to re-order our
national priorities to make our
institutions serve all the people
and not the institutions. Those
who have awakened the national
conscience in the past have been
small but dedicated groups, but
their numbers haven’t increased
substantially. For political and
social opportunistic reasons it has
been said they are an irresponsible minority. What this unwarranted criticism fails to see is

that historically great programs
(e.g. the American Revolution,
social security, the 1954, ’64 and
’68 Civil Rights Acts) would probably never have come about
awaiting a consensus, Instead,
each was propelled into action by
a mass movement which didn’t
reflect an overwhelming majority. What the movement lacked
in support was less significant
than the fact that it had championed the key issue of the hour.
The overwhelming national consensus followed their acts, it did
not precede them.
One of the central targets for
change in the ’70s will be institutionalized racism. It has operated in our society without the
awareness of the vast majority of
the people and yet with their passive consent. No man will be able
to escape or deny his personal responsibility for a racist society.
If we do succeed in denying this
responsibility (or any other of
such grave importance, e.g. hunger, ecology, war) we will learn
that racism is a sickness unto
death!

Tommie

Smith and Lee Evens

SJS Olympic stars

U.S. AND SOVIET UNION
Sixty years after its revolution and a quarter century of
great power responsibilities have
reduced the Soviets’ predisposition towards "Ieligious wars."
There remain, of course, the
"common garden variety" of conflicting national interests between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
which raise the challenge of diplomatic accommodation short of
resorting to force majeure.
The 1970s, as probably all future decades of this generation’s
life span, still contain the risk
of a total nuclear war. Perhaps
we can estimate this at a five
per cent probability for the decade. Though low in probability,
this maximum danger of the
1970s is the danger of the superpowers getting "locked into a
chicken game" - - the experience
of World War I in contrast to
the deliberate aggression of
World War II. To say that nuclear war is irrational is to be
irrelevant to the reality of the
"poker game" circumstances of
war -- a war not "caused" but
rather resulting from a chain of
events from which neither side
can afford to "chicken out" of a
collision course.
EAST AND SOUTH ASIA
A U.S. Asian policy will probably focus on two concerns in
the next decade. I would predict the major apprehension to
be the sub-continent of India. In
this country we are witnessing
a significant de-stabilization of
the political order which has
never been strong and which
is faced with the "insoluble"
problem of a population explosion in an environment of extreme poverty in the caldron of
serious ideological conflict (only
slightly
below the explosion
the
stage) together with (1)
clash of pragmatically defined
national interests with its neighbor, Pakistan, and (2) an attempt by the U.S.S.R. to draw
it toward Moscow in relation to
the Sino-Soviet dispute.
Next to India, a Mao-less China
of the ’70s will be observed with
concern in Washington. However, the U.S. relations to a Maoless China of the ’70s will probably be less antagonistic than
during any decade since 1949. A
major power like China cannot be
expected to have two "Maos" in
succession. What is more probable is a period of internal disorder -- perhaps a return to the
period of warlordism which characterized China from the death
of Yuan Shi-Kai to the rise of
Chiang Kai-shek 11916-281. An
ideologically oriented and organized China would create serious
apprehension in Washington, not
a disorganized one after the long
Maoist era with its heady ideological diet. Furthermore, a politically chaotic environment is not
efficient in achieving the technological ability of an intercontinental ballistics delivery system
sophisticated enough to insure delivery of a hydrogen warhead to
North America under conditions
of even a primitive ABM system
(to say nothing of the priority in
resources which the Sino-Soviet
border must have).
SOUTHEAST ASIA
An orderly wrapping up of the
Vietnam conflict will yield a relatively tranquil 1970s for the U.S.
in southeast Asia. The destructiveness of the war to North
Vietnam plus the failure of that
government to achieve its war
objectives reduce the odds of any
significant de-stabilization radiating from Hanoi.
MIDDLE EAST
The present tempo of Middle
East hostilities cannot be sustained over a decade without significant discontinuities (s harp
change) in the politics of the
area. I would expert Washington
to meet the exigencies of this
volatile area by a policy basically
anchored in Sixth Fleet capabilities to be available upon request
to halt a sudden irreversible proMoscow coup
at least as long
as intense Arab-Israeli hostilities
continue under conditions of very
considerable Soviet involvement.
Furthermore, Washington’s perception of the Middle East seen -

auto at the beginning of the new
decade is that of intense competition in staying waver between
that of ill a difficult, restrained,
low-keyed Israeli retaliatmy policy against the Arabs in order
to keep the Phantoms coming
perhaps also to get the French
Mirages on their way I and to
keep the Egyptian masses from
developing
stronger
a
"war
against Israel" feeling than the
inevitably developing antagonism
against Nasser versus
21
the
ability of President Nasser to lemain on a war course and maintain himself in the Presidency
of Egypt. As Washington sees
it, if Israel wins this competition, there is no political replacement for Nasser able to
create or maintain the Egyptian
political order which the present hero has achieved since 1952.
Since only organization can possibly defeat or even seriously
threaten Israel, the fall of Nasser
will mark the demise of
the
single greatest threat to Israel.
AFRICA
Under conditions of a reasonable agreement or understanding
with the Soviet Union to contain
the cold war, the United States
is not expected to encounter MajOr foreign policy crises in Africa (outside of the Middle East a
Africa south of the Sahara is too
primitive in terms of economic
development ’except South Africal, too far removed from the
highest pressure areas of world
politics, too involved in many
delicate local balances, and too
far removed from direct and immediate interests of the United
States or the Soviet Union such
as are the areas of, for example,
Central America and eastern Europe, respectively.
LATIN AMERICA
Outside of the low probability
but frightening passibility of a
total nuclear war, I would predict that Latin America may
well be the most taxing challenge to U.S. foreign policy of
the 1970s. There are simply too
many government rigidities creating political pressures which
are too explosive to be handled
through
evolutionary
change.
With considerable luck and with
the superpowers’ understanding
mentioned above, these pressures
may possibly be contained within
national boundaries thereby minimizing their cataclysmic impact;
yet the situation does not lend
itself to optimism.
RICH VS. POOR
A serious escalation of the
North -South conflict rooted in
the population explosion is predictably an extremely serious
phenomenon, hut one for later
decades -- thanks in large part
to the Ford Foundation’s success
in developing super-productive
strains of wheat and rice.
We can expect a retraction in
U.S. policy of (1) the overseas
military presence and (2) the
frequency of overt military response to threatened crises in the
decade ahead. Nevertheless, no
American President (rightly or
wrongly) will check out of the
inevitable responsibilities which
he sees forced upon a superpower.
An increase in clandestine operations carefully timed and
tailored toward favorably influencing outcomes in situations of
political turmoil under minimum
cost conditions will tend to replace the overt military involvement policy which has received
so much public criticism in the
decade of the 1960s,
It is important to remember I he
interrelationship between domestic and international politics. Domestic divisiveness of instability
increases the difficulty of conducting foreign relations. What
the
in
happens domestically
United States during the coming
decade will obviously have its
impact on American foreign policy.
The rise of the cold war in
the latter ’40s produced eonsiderable trauma in American fora decade
eign policy of the ’50s
of considerable anxiety in Washington relative to the situation
in Moscow. Perhaps the ’60s divided the anxieties equally between the two capitals. I expect,
however, the 1970s to be lather
bright for the United States relative to the Soviet Union’s situation. An apparent easing of EastWest tensions and greater expected interaction where East
meets West in Germany will pose
an extremely difficult liberalization threat to Soviet domestic
politics, not to mention the difficulties resulting from the zono
mile Chinese frontier established
by "unequal treaties" and the already prevailing serious "ideologized" Slno-Soviet dispute.
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The 1960s
Population
In the short span of ten years.
1960 through 1969, the worlds
people added 500 million people
to its already crowded lands.
We saw during the past decade,
as we have seen in no decade
before, the result Lif such overcrowding. The world suffered
from starvation, ecological disruption. smog and pollution.
The population of our world
grows at an average rate of from
two to three per cent a year.
Ilarrison Brown, autheir of
"The Challenge of Man’s Future."
predicts the maximum number of
people that could survive on the
globe at 50 billion.
At a two to three per cent
growth rate a year. at a geometrical progression. .50 billion
bodies could be produced in only
150 years.
"Realistically, however, man’s
population will probably never
reach 50 billion," says Dr. Sam
RadeBinger, associate professor
of health science at SJS and author of "An Ethic for Family
Planning."
"The United Nations Department of Economies and Social
Affairs estimates world population could reach between 10 and
but vast changes
25 billion . .
in human organization required
to sustain such a population can
hardly be conceived at the present
time. Bennie such limits are
reached, the population checks of
fertility and mortality control
will come into play."
From 1960 through 1969, the
world population increased by
16.7 per cent.
Before the 60s, the population
crisis dwelt in the famished narrow streets of poorly developed
countries. The comparative affluence of the United States
served as an alienating factor
toward some conscientious goals
to insure a well-balanced population. Former President Dwight
Eisenhower said during his years
In office, "Population control is
not an area for government involvement."
However, during the 60s, policies changed.
According to the Nov. 7, 1969
issue of "Science," ".. . members
of congress have, by the score,
been proposing or co-sponsoring
legislation intended to increase
the effectiveness of family planning programs or to establish
new government agencies which
would develop policies aimed at
keeping population and resources
in balance."

A Decade of Music, War, Protest and Space

ROTC and war research last
year, and SJS had violent pm"
tw,, yeaia
testsagainst Dow
ago) and other recruiters this.
lull’.
The Black and Brown paver
nuevements were felt on the
cantpuse; in the form of demands
for increased Black and Chicano
and
Black
enrollment. inure
Brawn faculty members. and
Mexican -American
and
Black
Studies programs or schneas In
many instances the minority students even demanded the richt
to hire and fire the teachers in
these piograms. Examples .4
these demands are the strikes
at San Francisco State and at
SJS last year. SFS students had
been promised a Black Studies
Program for some time and came
to feel that its creation was being
*deliberately held up. The tense
atmosphere blew up when a
young Black teaching assistant
was suspended for allegedly advising his minority students to
arm themselves. The six -week
strike that loll, wed was the first
to receive a large amount of
suppirt tram the community. Semantics professor Dr. S. I Ilayakawa. appanted temporary president when 1)1.. Rabert Smith resigned, made a Jeanie f at himself for taking a hard line: with
the demonstrating students and
faculty.
The right of the people to use
’public’ land was tested last
spring in the Berkeley People’s
Park fracas. One student was
killed and many were arrested.
beaten or tear-gassed by poli-e
or the National Guard and Ilighway Patrol, called in by Gayernor Ronald Reagan. A large lima
of the Berkeley community supported the students and "street
people" against the university,
which still held tightly to the
land. As a result of the bitter
struggle, the university is "stuck"
with the land and can’t use it.

Campus Unrest
The 60s may someday be remembered as the decade when
students fought to make higher
education relevant to the "real"
world outside the universities, but
in effect widened the gap between
the two worlds.
The foundation for much of the
student action was laid in Berkeley, where in 1964 university
students won the basic right to
mount political action on campus.
The sit-in and the strike as tactics of student protest were
adapted by Berkeley students
from the southern Civil Rights
Movement and labor unions.
Mario Savio, then 21, and the
FSMI Free Speech Movement)
led a sit-in of 1,000 students
in Sproul Hall, which ended in
mass arrests of 782 persons. The
next morning, the remaining
leaders called a strike which
lasted three full school days and
at its peak was 81 per cent effective, in terms of facilities shut
down.
The university finally capitulated, with the Academic Senate
voting to allow political activity.
regulated only as to "time, place
and manner," "to prevent interference with the normal functions
of the university." Although the
administration, led by President
Clark Kerr, soon moved to retake
most of the power it had ceded
to the faculty and students, the
precedent had been set.
Soon the Vietnam War made
itself felt among students, with
Its concurrent ’anti’ issues of
U.S. imperialism, the draft, on campus job recruiting by defense
contractors. ROTC and war-related research. The feelings of
the students were expressed by a
Ilatvard sophomore, David C.
King: "We dwell with the horrible feeling of being a pawn
caught in someone else’s chess
game. Is it any wonder that we
are disenchanted with the society
that could give rise to this
situation?"
Stanford students demonstrated
against
somewhat
effectively

Religion
ii.- ’’ii..,.1,,:mm
When h1-1...
in the Iticios, cei I.,ai maw, such
IS the 1966 -Caul is Dead" theory.
ecumenicism and ’lien challenges
to papal :intim, ity will be the
eains
os P.M it rm
most conspicuu
to be seen when a nd in what fo rm
the trends cif religion in the *Ilios
t Ilemsel% vs
will Mail.
’rhe fiat of the,. .signiticant
trends Wis the ecumenical us wemerit initiat, d by the ,,,-called
"stop gap" Pope, .1i.hri XXIII.
Unfurl unately. John died before
he could instigate many of his
pi opeg.eil tirograms Ilis successor.
Paul VI, vowed to carry on the
work of _ham and made goad his
promises with utnirecedentecl pilgrimages outside the :confines cif
the a’atican to meet non-Calholie
religams leaders.
Most hotimorthy of the Papal

churches in the caaq. S4111Iii resegregated.
Judaism experienced a revival
of sorts in 1967 followmg Israel’s
recapture of Jordanian Jerusalem
in the June Arab-Israeli tVar.
The Jews decided in 1967 to
begin excatation at the site. of
the sacred temple of Jerusalem.

Ecology

main

Th.. teinple, taint by I lei I the
i of the
Great on the mi mi,11
wis do Teinple
ihi. I ;ornans in 711.\.ii
St rilyed
III, temple’s reIn
taining ’call la. an throughout
a ailing wall."
tta
Judaism
was , \ca. .ma aid ...sin became
one: ill Ile 10;1.. L. kit’, 11105 t sacred
shrines.
Of the 13.628asat jx,ople in the
world professing Judaism. More
than half 1E2,8221100i live in the
United States. cc nieh constittlted
ie Many as the
neat ly three t
entire popUlalion of Israel.

’rhe nuslern problems of environmental isellution are essenthose of rapid human
tially
population growth and expanded
technology.
During the 60s, increased no tail attention to the deteriOra11; .11 M titan’s world around him
11,, prompted both Congressional
and warning from socioloitista economists and scientists.
One Month after his inauguration. President Kennedy directed
a call to the need for increased
action on water supply and pollution control as the federal government began grants to schools of
engineering. nursing, and public
health to expand graduate education in public health.
The opening years of the decade were significant in that they
also saW the first court :cation to

have not been de t n ma’,
that No. I position.
But the individual honors kept
coming in betvvetin those lean
years from the titne Chit rlie
Clark won the NCAA steeplechase in 9:02.4 in 1960 and when
lack Gear pole vaulted a "spectacular" 15-4 to tie for the NCAA
title in 1962 to the days when
Tommie Smith, Lee Evans tend
John Cdrlos put toot on this
campus.
And when the latter arrivtsi
at SJS. it was a easy era in the
making.
Smith, under splinting and
head coach Bud Winter, gained
national acclaim as one of the
world’s fastest, and eventually
the fastest human in the world.
The 1965 track season was the
beginning for the Lent’ ’’re speedster as he won the United States
Track and Field Federation’s
720-yard dash.
Then after two great seasons.
Smith won the NCAA tend the
AAU 220 titles In World reword
time.
Between all the attention the
Spartans had been gathering tinder Winter as a national track
there was mom for
power,
Kevin Currlin to win the NCAA
breaststroke title in the annual
swiniming championships.
In 1966 a local San Jose lad
named Lee Evans had won the
Pan American Games 440-yard
dash before transferring to SJS,
where he would end an illustrious
career with a world record and an
Olympic gold medal.
The 1968 Olympics in Mexico
City gave Spartan track greats
Tommie Smith,
Ronnie Ray
Smith, Lee Evans and John Carlos a chance to prove how good
they were.

Violence
The violence of this decade has
been horrifying.
On Friday, Nov. 22, 1963, President John Kennedy’s eepon
sine cruised between the tumulSen. Robert F. Kennedy ... a man of the
tuous crowds that lined Elm
Street in Dallas.
his intithey to the
scautirns
As the limousine passed the
krao: and JOrdani,
Texas School Book Depository.
Hay
the
Kennedy was shot through
India, ;Old 1110 United States
On April 17. 1960. the North
neck.
Where he celebrated lb.. mass beVietnam government accusel the
on
watched
YanNI
millions
Days later,
fore sear,. ia
United States of turning South
television as 1.ee Harvey Oswald.
kee St:idiom. In 1966, Paul Imola,
Vietnam into a base for preparamurwas
the
wilh
assassin,
alleged
the
long standing
ii
tion of wan
dered.
Anglican (.71eurch and reri,iced the
On :N.lay 5, 1960, the United
Ararliury,
Cant
of
who
Archbishop
A year later, Malcolm X,
State, annotineed it Was mum-eatRamsey,
the
for
Michael
thur
said he preached violence
ing ad\ i,ors in South Vietnam
sake of brotherhood, was expelled
American Protestantism
front :127 lo 685. This was at the
because
Muslims
late
from the Black
request iif Premier Nam Dinh
caught the ecumenical zeal
of statements he made suggestDiem of South Vietnam.
in the 1960s, as several important
had
Kennedy
happy
anwas
were
he
ing
denominational mergers
President Kennedy announced
Methodist
been killed.
on May 6, 1961, that the United
nounced. In 1968, the
Es-anthe
Then ;en Feb. 20, 1965, 13 gunwith
States was considering the u.se of
Church joined
shot pellets tore into Malcolm
I’S. armed forces to prevent a
gelical United lb ethren Church
member
million
X’s chest and heart.
10,3
t’ommunist taloaewer in South
;out the
Allegedly, Malcolm was murVietnam,
United Methodist Church was
dered by Muslim henchmen. And
In 1962 two U.S. Army air supIxern. Luit’r the Presbyterian
the
following his death. Muslim meetwith
ranks
joined
port vompanies totalling 300 men
Church
ing places in Harlem and San
were sent to Saigon, bringing the
U.S. Christian Reformed Church.
Francisco were fire-bombed.
United States forces in Vietnam
A re-examinat ion of the
at that time to 4,000.
But the nation scarcely experichurch’s inle in the changing soenced the exhilaration of hope beIn 1963 on Nov. 2 South Vietciety proc Il he, impetus for the
fore a .30-caliber rifle blillet
net his
nam’s Prenlier Diem
,iscond inoeia. trend. High atop
pierced the neck of Martin Lubrother, Ngo Dinh Nine, were
Christianiis’s list of priorities
ther King, Jr. while he relaxed on
assassinated in a military et-Alp.
wore the ciil rights and preeleca motel balcony in Memphis.
At the end of December I’S
tion of minorities issue’s.
One of King’s aides held a
troop strength in South Vietnam
Popes John and Paul both
towel over the gaping bullet hole,
was 16,000.
called on Christians and nonas another fell to his knees beThe beginning of air attacks
Christians alike to proteet racial
side King’s body ;end prayed.
on North Vietnamese gunboats
minorities. The world-wide’ JewBlack
The following week a
and bases was approved by Presiish community, alatmeil ;it alrampage raged in 130 cities from
dent Johnson on August 4th.
leged harassment of Jews in the
King’s
Washington to Oakland.
1964,
Soviet Union, proclainleCI Sepmost
the
off
murder touched
On August 7 Congress
tember 28. 1963. the "Day ief
disracial
of
spasm
widely spread
inswed the Southeast .Ssid ’Peso.
Nat innal Concern for Ritssiiin
hisviolent
America’s
order in
lution, authorizing mimI 1,i
Jews."
tory.
Vietnam It Wiis 1551.1 Ii5 . ’,.11Pronst ant Ainorica, tangled in
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Washington’s ghettos
the selmeil prayer issue, took
S\. ’e,7rIoei
lest 96ylts
after
around the Capitol like Rome
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fixed
The
tackel in the Gulf of Tonkin by
around Nero’s palace.
racial situation to suit many obcombat
North Vietnainea torpedo bients.
bayiinets of helmeted
servers. Leading Protestants, inIn 1963
Niarah S. 3.500 Matroops prntected the White House
cluding evangelist Billy Graham,
sat
post
rines landed at Da Nana to pri.
and a light-machinegun
enough
were accused of tgil
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1he
on the Capitol
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About 35 people died bet. re
however, Dr. Graham ill isided at
t hon
S. I.,
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Faster week.
Easter Sunday ser..1..1, before
totalled 2.7,00(1
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Only two months later, Robert
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Sou)hcii,
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States, the violence"
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in It
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The actual list af this decade’s
estion and in 1966 supported d
horrifying events is endless: the
;no tt.41 Wiro. 1:,.1:!!). (Ivor Ow past
Roston strangler, the sniper in
program of rtiatill chienite. Mam.
the
ten y:ears in South
the University of Texas Tower at
ever, since eaeli Sesithetrn Baptist
number of U.S. serviremen has
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tight
the
has
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rant
rongi
swollen to more than a half
cently alleged Vietnam massaNA icy, many
run Illiun,
make its iris em

Vietnam War

b, 8 n V., a
’60s
compel a municipality to comply
with provisions of the Federal
1,Viiter Pollution Con t rol Act.
From that time, both water and
air pollution have received prime
attention along with pesticides
and a host of other man -imposed
environmental wastes.
In 1962, "Silent Spring," by
Rachel Carson, criticized toxic
characteristics of many pesticides,
herbicides, and other chemicals.
One of the most commonly used
of the pesticides, Dur, was finally banned this year in California.
Another problem has been
automobile exhaust. A 1961 study
showed carbon monoxide content
in passenger compartments to be
as high as 370 units in one million
in New York City during heavy
t raffle.
A number of states since then
have adopted various devices
aimed at cutting down on auto
exhaust fumes.
Air sampling procedures in 100
or more cities throughout the
nation still showed, however, the
presenee, of pollutants demonstrated to be cancer producing.
Major legislation existing to
men rol environmental standards
ore the 1963 Clean Air Act and
Iii,’ 1965 Federal Water Poliotin Control Administration Act
under the Department of Hes:11th,
wm fare.

Sports
Sports at SalS in the 1960s was
hlessral with Olympic champions,
national ehampiona, and some if
the fincst individual athletes in
the world.
The SJS boxing team won its
third straight NCAA title in
1960 and it was their last. After
several deaths caused by ring
injurie,s. and scheduling problems. the 8.18 athletie departmem decided to disband the
sport that ex)ach Julie Menendez
had huilt to 1 national powerhause.
Ilm it mak 8.18 hist two more
y:ears before a started another
national dynasty, iludo was gel big at 8,1S and it was quite
evident in 1962 when David Yo;bola, Lee Parr, Larry 8111(qt:den
and Sanford Alcorn led the Spartans to thvir first NCAA mown.
And front that day in 1962
until today, the Spartan judakos

Smith won the 100 and later
repeated in the 220 with Carlos
finishing third, Then, while on
the victory stand, they both
raised one black -gloved hand to
the crowd in a Black power salute that stirred up excitement
all over the world.
And finally, 1969 proved the
most successful showing in team
supremacy that the Spartans had
showed in their history of competition with the NCAA.
First Lee Walton’s water poloists won the NCAA tournament
in Southern California after posting a fabulous record.
Then V.
Uchida’s judo team
won their eighth straight NCAA
team title.
And finally. Winter’s flack
team captured the Spartans’ first
"major" sporting crown by winning the 1969 track and field
championships
at
Knoxville,
Tenn,

Space
On July 20, 1969, as a result of
eight years of national effort, $24
billion in tax dollam and the skill
and energy of 300,000 technicians,
the American people viewed on
their 19-inch television screens a
sight beheld ’as man’s greatest
event "since creation." The view
was that of astronaut Neil Armstrong setting his size 9,i boot
on the surface of the moon.
The U.S. space program was in
an embryonic stage when Kennedy, on May 25, 1961, set a lunar
landing as the nation’s goal. 13efore the maturity of Apollo 11,
the program went thiongh growing pains. Rockets had been blowing up on their Cape Canaveral
launch pads with humiliating frequency. From 1958 to 1964, the
U.S. suffered 13 straight failures
in its efforts to send rockets
around or onto the moon. And in
1967, during a loutine test on the
launch pad, fire broke (cut and
killed astronauts Guts Grissom, Ed
White, and Roger Chaffee.
But despite these setbacks, the
space program grew. With Project Mercury, America hied its
first American in Spaee and its
first Ametican to orbit the earth.
The Gemini Project led further
into space with the first American two-man space flight, the
first American space walk, the
first successful spare rendezvous
in man’s history, and the first
link -up between two spacecrafts.
And the Apollo Project brought
the U.S. closer to and onto the
mecon.
Apollo 11 was only the beginning. The stage was now seit for
a seties of 1)oider expecht ions to
the moon by American astronauts. Over the next thrge to
four years the U.S. will send nine
more Apollo steamships to the
it a cost of about $400
moon
million a shot. Aisillo 12 has
successfully come back and soon,
in March, 1970, Apollo 13 will be
sent to collect more soil and
rocks.

Movies
Chronieling all that happened
in

the

Movies during

the

last

decade is like trying to find a
brassiere for Carol rksia There’s
just too much splice to rOVer.
During
neovie.s

the

were

changes

1.10s
much

in

more than

the sudden profusion eil sex and
dirty

words,

A comparison of the movies in
the early ’60s with those of today is illustrative of the motion
pieaure evolution
In 1959, the super-spectacular
"Ben Hue" swept the Academy
Asvards. At the, time it seemed
But see it again
during its revival run. Flaws and
weaknesses stand out promiinconngirable.

nently.
If anything, audiences in general have become more sophistioiled,
In
were

very

"Mutiny

’605

eary

the

popular.

on

the

speetaeles
"El

(’td,"

Bounty,"

and

"How the West Was Won" were
indicative of the times. The beet
of them all was probably "Lawrence of Arabia."
Censorship in 1961 was a big
question.

"La Dolce Vita" and

"Never on Sunday"

(both low.

budget foreign films) caused consternation and controversy.
Legislators

and

"concerned

citizens" were pushing for some
to determine who
standards
should view what picture.
Movies, more and more, were
being shot overseas and Holly.
wood studios fell well off in picture production. Then along came
"Cleopatra," the spectacle to end
all spectacles. It cost $35 million,
an all-time record.
Up until the last couple years,
Black actors and actresses were
finding it difficult to get good
movie roles. Obvious tokenism
came first, before Blacks began
to be accepted on ability.
Sidney Poitier’s performance
in "Lilies of the Field" was a
sentimental, mild portrayal of a
Black -White relationship. While
ghettos were exploding, Black
militants and Black power never
found much expression on the
screen.
American motion pictures were
still playing it safe.
The country’s sudden fear of
nuclear war was expressed in
several movies.
"On the Beach," "Fall Safe,"
and finally "Dr. Strangelove" reflected the change in national
realization that we could all be
blown to hell, to a more-or-less
helpless acceptance of our fate.
Meanwhile a generation of unconcerned youths were flocking
to drive-ins. While parked there,
some even glanced at the movie
screen. Recall, fondly, those classics like "Muscle Beach Party,"
"Beach Party Bingo," and "How
to Stuff a Wild Bikini," with
rocket -breasted Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon.
Good, old-fashioned, sniggering
American sex was grossing plenty
thanks to the perpetual screen
virgin, Doris Day.
It’s hard to pinpoint exactly
when it happened but the "film
generation" began to dominate
both the production and consumption side of American movies.
Film critic Stanley Kauffman
has smitten. "the film generation
has only just been discovered,
the boundaries are not remotely
in sight. It is this freshness that
gives the young generation . . .
not only the excitement of its
potential but a strong contempoI.ary feeling. The film belongs to
them."
"’Midnight Cowboy:" "BlowUp," "’rite Graduate," "Bonnie
and Clyde." "If." "Medium Cool,"
and "Easy Rider" are only a few
of the youth -oriented films.
Problems of alienation, CM.
formity, and disillusionment with
society are now being presented
on the screen. Many of the
ehanges that Hollywood has made
to lure young audiences have been
"adopted" (stolen I from underground film-makers. Figures like
Andy Warhol and Robert Downey
have oeeasionally come aboveground. Piet gaisly underground
themes Such as homosexUalitS
and drugs an, no longer taboo.
Concerning explicit handling of
sex and violence Village Volt*
critic Andrew Sarris writes, "I
don’t believe film has gone too
far In seX, it has not yet caught
up with literature. In violence,
it still lags behind politics,"
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New Authors Emerge in ’605
By STAN TI
Daily Staff Wrdir
American literature in the
1960s at
off ..minously
enough with the death tif Ernest
Ilemingway.
No really impormat warks
were published in 1960 hy established writers. Tw g ))», fir’ ,t
novels, "To N.
by Ilartim
Pre .)’
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gle appeared by promising young
writers. but neither, unfortunately. has managed to surpass their
first eff iris since.
In 1961, Ernest Hemingway, a
great writer more than a Nobel
Prize winner, gave himself "the
gift of death’’ with a staitgun
blast in the miaith. "Hem," who
at the time of his death thought
he could not write any more,
probably influenced more aspiring writers with his simple declarative sentence than any other
American writer.
A significant literary event of
1961 was the first American publication of Henry Miller’s "Tropic
of Cancer." Also the country’s
greatest "minor writer." as Norman Mailer called him, J. D. SalInger came tad with a new book,
"Franny and Zooey."
American literature suffered a
second great loss with the death
of William Faulkner on July 6,
1962.
John Steinbeck finally received
the Nobel Prize for literature in
1962 the ...roil American ever to
.1,1 It.’ fnirtrayed. anhe
IP
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The motion picture what
did it do to itself, and what did
it do to people during the 1960s?
What will it do in the 1970s?

107 E. San Fernando Si., San Jose, Calif. 286-8013
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Truman Capote’s "In Cold
Blood" was the sensation of 1966.
The literary folly of the year was
Jacqueline Susann’s "Valley of
the Dolls," which was a best
seller.
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. won
his second Pulitzer Prize, as well
as the National Book Award, for
"A Thousand Days" I 19651, a history of Kennedy’s term in office.
-The Confessions of Nat Turner’ by William Styron was the
most widely discussed novel in
1967 The book ficti.inalized a
slave rebellion that eel unity took
place in Virginia in 1831.
In December of 1968, John
Steinbeck died. Best sellers that
year included "Couples" by John
Updike, "True Grit- by Charles
Portis. and "Myra Breekinridge"
by Gore Vidal.
Nineteen sixty-nine was the
year of Philip Roth’s well -written and erotic novel "Portnoy’s
Complaint- rind Jacqueline Susann’s "The Love Machine," which
is equally erotic, but not equally
well -written.
As important writers are lost
each year, other promising writers are born. Making a successful
debut in 1969 was Leonard Gat dner with his first novel, "Fat
City."

Prof. Chess
It’, BRUCE Mect.ELLIN

Dig ... you beautiful people!
During the establishments’ love season,
we at Michael’s are having
the grooviest X-mas sale you have ever
laid your crystal spectacles on!
We’ll hit you with arts and
crafts materials to fill your every creative need
... and straight stuff like T-Squares
and slide rules, and just plain squares.
Hitch on down, baby, and dig!
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"ridden by cliches of the lough’
school of modern fiction, and it
relies far too heavily on melodramatic effects and explicit delineation of sexual episodes."

Movies Turn ’Heavy’

Dig our
Christmas
sale, baby.

Michael’s

iivt
t
"the beauty and digI . arumin man juxtaposed
nity
against the ugliness of depravity
of the nuidern world."
Joseph Heller’s "Cateh-22" was
published early in 1962 and was
hailed is a Bible to many college
students. It was also criticized
as being over-written with a repetition of absurd and similar
events.
Except for the deaths of Robert Frost, William Carlis Williams. and Theodore Roethke,
1963 ’aim an uneentful year for
the literary scene. The most successful novel that year was "The
Group" by Mary McCarthy.
The most publicized literary
event in 1961 was the long-awaited appearance of "A Movable
Feast," a memoir of Ernest Hemingway’s life in Paris during; the
1920s It was in "Feast" that the
reader learned never to trust adjectives and that Hem considered
John Dos Pass is more a "pilot
fish" than a writer.
The year’s outstanding novel
was Saul Bellow’s "Herzog." One
critic wrote that Bellow "created
his most memorable character in
’Ilerzog; and the book strongly
reasserts Bellow’s; claim to a
place in the first rank of contemporary novelists.**
Robert Lowell’s "For the Union
Dead" was the major event that
year in poetry.
The literary disappointment of
It)65 was Norman Mailer’s "An
American Dream." The book was

These questions are answered
by Charles Chess, assistant professor of drama at SJS who has
worked with Hollywood directors
and who now teaches film class "The major direction films took
in the ’60s was towarcl eontemuorary social commentary’," he
lielieves "a change toward meaning instead of just entertainment."
According to Chess, three world
drat two domestic trends occurred
during the decade.
I. Film goers became aware
of the international film community.
s’ Audiences became more inIt’ciItil
in the films themselves
than in their stars.
3. Movie fans discovered that
small budgeted films can be of
higb quality.
4. Hollywood’s status as the
t hreatMajOr film capital was
ailed by the increasing number of
movie people working elsewhere.
5. Three influences appeared
;it the American scene.
The first was "the school of
New York" influence - the "low
Midget, high quality, good intentioned type of film." Chess
11:1111(41 Ben Mattlow
"The Altai
if the Skin") and Shirley Clark
amection." "The (700
"The
Worldds the leaders of this

1:1ZEKAVAMILLAA2CO.AWAMAZUR

Today’s Modern Technology Helpful
In Tomorrow’s Ecological Struggle
Its ( 11101

It

111.s N

-The toisic podvieni is,’ IOC,’ is
changing attitudes," stated Dr.
Jen-Yu Wang, director if the
Environmental Sciences Institute
(ESII. "This is cultural pollution. We must change the human
values and the attitude of man
toward his environment. An obvious example is the hunger in
the United States. People could
eat jellyfish or seaweed. They are
plentiful, easy to obtain, and high
in food value."
According to Dr. Wang, there
are two main categories of en sir’ inmental problems: natural
hazards and man-made disasters.
"Considered objectively, natural
hazards are as serious, if not
more serious, than those which
are formed as by-products of
modern technological advances.
Ironically,
technology
modern
WaS created in order to alleviate
the threat of natural hazards.
"The real problem is not modern technology, it is that ,if a
closed system versus an open
system," said Dr. Wang. "Nature
is a closed system, by and large.
Modern technology is an open
system. It is flexible. I doubt if
there really exists such a thing
as a balance of nature. Soil erosion exists in nature. Is that balance? Fire exists in nature, is
that balance?"
Other natural hazards are tornadoes, blizzards, and earthquakes. Over 1.000 people died in
1966 because of weather. Yet, according to Dr. Wang, earthquakes
can be detected and prevented
by the use of a large source of
energy. The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has spent
$1 million studying the San Jose
area.
"Among the man-made disast-

ers are wars of mass destruction
and traffic accidents. From 53,000 to 60,0(X) people die per year,
many more than die in Vietnam.
What is xery bad about these
wars is their by-products, leprosy
and social diseases like syphilis,"
he continued. "These diseases can
be detected before they contaminate others. I hate an infra -red
detector that can tell when the
body temperature is nit uniform.
It can’t tell what stage the diseases have reached, but it can
denote the problem.
"Between the natural and the
hazards
mentioned
man-made
could be put many other environmental problems. Environmental
pollution, land ,air, water, noise,
oil, thermal, and scenic. The billboards and junk yards along the
highways clutter our view," he
said. "The present method of air’
pollution abatement does not
work effectively nor efficiently.
The present method is to control
pollutants at their source through
lay). enforcement."
This Mies not work because
"not all sources of pollution are
controlled by law. This includes
open fires. cars without smog
control devices, small industries,
There are Uni many sources to
control," Dr. Wang said.
"The federal government allows state pollution regulations
to vary," he stated. "Since
pollution recognizes no pout ii’
boundaries, pollutants travel foil,
one state to another, contaminating even those areas with
strict air pollution control."
Among Dr. Wang’s further objections are the inadequate contrtls that are available, primithe
tools available to polio/kin con(1r1W11
trol officers, and IK T

millution districts rather than
technically oriented districts.
’Approximately 80 per emit of
is spent indoors. }low (All’ ITN
ever, studies of inclmir pollution
- particularly in public gathering
places stwit :is caleterias and hospitals, tire inadequate. The effects if specific air Inillutants
ulnin man, animals. and plants
have lawn studied intensely, but
these experiments have been done
in artificial environments. Little
research has been done in mixed
millulions except with animals. It
is against many human values
to experiment ial men. What most
pmiple don’t realize is that they
are undergoing uncontrolled exfreriments now. Are they willing
to risk all of or lives?"
Other problems mentioned by
Dr. NVang are over-population,
mental distress, and the depletion f natural resources. Mental
distress could be detected, but
this involves ethical and cultural
problems, such as invasion of privacy’,
"More manpower is needed in
the environmental sciences," he
stated. "The Western environmental Center Project to help relieve the situation. It will be
devoted to educational research
and data dissemination. This
should also help to change the
attitudes through knowledge of
"
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school, comprised mostly of- persons from New York TV.
The second influence was 1,1
stereo
hi& w
color
by the "young lions in Holly wood"
writer-directors, most
Immediate Delivery
of wIttan worked in television in
the ’50s.
From lids group, Chess includes John Frankenheimer
t"Birdman of Alcatraz"), Carl
Foreman I "The Victors" 1, StanJC.C.fre...C.Corcvley Kramer ("Ship of Fools"(
GREAT
GREAT WESTERN MOTORS GREAT WESTERN MOTORS
Fred Zinneman "A Man For All
Seasons"). and Stanley Kubrick
C.4SII UPON SALE
I "2001: A Space Odyssey").
The last influence was the underground film movement, centered in New York and Califor1.11.111 I, 011 high -ales pvi
\\ I. 111,11 I at.... all t1)1.,. all [flakes, any year.
nia, which Chess said gained sig\kr
lose too many HI THIS, and t
11111ell space.
nificance only in the past two
Nls e need )our var.
years.
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1 01014e1
"Many underground techniques
otirsels es; we assume RESPONSIBILITY.)
are now being incorporated in
For Information
films."
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the movement," he said.
Moving on to other observations. Chess recognized three
technical innovations: the split
screen, improved sound quality.
and front screen projection technique as used in ’2001: A Spar.).
Odyssey." Front screen projettion projects backgrounds froth
If toll own a foreign ear.
the front of the screen instead
and 011 Want the sirs hest
of the back.
in see% lee ;mil reps ir
Some major movie comPanite
to Garage Firropa,
have lost money and have mergett
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with other unrelated companies
I. i ii ’it I n. then left III
the professor noted.
Garage Europa. The reChess has several predictita
otilt- !rip
sults k% ill make
for the future of films in th,
ort Irks ile.
1970s, Future films will reflect
their social milieu to a greater
extent than today’s films refit,’
the present times. People under 40 will make the major contributions to an increasingly youth oriented industry. Permissivenms
will be plevalent, and audiencas
will become more wlectivis and
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more liberal in it) .;ittince of
films.
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your troth?
You’ll want diamonds,
of course, to symbolize

Plighting

the love you both feel.
Our engagement diamonds in a wide variety of weights and
styles merit your attention first. Let our

SAN JOSE PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT
- uGtNs -

gernologically trained
expert jeweler explain
the fine points of dia-

mond quality to you
both. Then, ehOOSe the
one ring that hest expresses her personality
^nd your good taste.
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AT BOX OFFICE
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Mini Skirts, Maxi Coats Equal
Big Decade For Women’s Clothes
By alltititNIA GOLDEN
Ds all in the knees. That is,
the most dramatic change in
women’s fashions over the past
deeade has been the case of the
rising tor dropping
hemline.
Linda Salvatore, divisional sales
manager for one of the area’s

leading department stores. think,.
however, that this trend will Siytti
end.
Of course, we could maintain a
happy medium and revert to the
just -below-the-knee look of the
early 1960s. Women were utterly
feminine then, with billowing

WHERE CAN YOU GET 10%
OFF ON REGULAR PRICES??

PAYLESS CLEANERS
751 E. Santa Clara

"Why cheuld .9 Pay More
When .9 Can Pole,d4"
For that special C.hristmas
gift. come see our selection of new and used eue
sticks. Gals., pool. and
snooker all at .266 E.
Campbell Ave.

CAMPBELL BILLIARDS
=1.

STUDENT "RUSH" TICKETS
SAVE $2

tizlitly al
waistlines, and sprawling . .
that itArkt’d like bathrobes. line length skirts at that time wen.
confined foi wear at outdoor
sporting events and activities.
There was no great accent on
fenininily however, in the styles
, Tweed suits and
,ere the big thing
towt S: country" look of
tin
rh:t time. Colors were subtle and
..vith black very popular.
iclras prints were a college
iaorite around 1965-66. College
campuses at that time were fairly
,onservative from a fashion viewpoint. There was a lot less exposed and a lot less accentuated
by the coed’s attire of that period.
The "hippie look" has dominated the fashion world of the
late ’60s. San Francisco designer
Alvin Duskin has been (sredited
with bringing the "far-out" mode
of the hip world into the styles
of today.
A fabric revolution is also
foreseen for the ’70s. Machinewashable and easy care fabrics
will
he inereasingly 1,opular.
along with materials
from other industries. The "space
age" promises the use of many
synthetic materials like plastic.

borrowed

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

EACH TICKET 15 MIN. BEFORE CURTAIN

Held Over to Jan. 4

that SUPERMUSICAL"
Clive Barnes, N Y Times
an unqualified smash ... an incomparable evening"
Knickerbocker, SF. Chronicle

"do not miss

"brilliant... fiercely passionate ... overwhelming"
London Sunday Telegraph
"run; don’t walk ... absolutely first rate theater"
Chicago Daily News
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You know the kindergarten
routine. Do nothing programs.
Years without real responsibility.

Beer
Jl

cheeses
soups
cold cuts

sandwiches
chili

OLD TOWN
Los Gatos

Eight to 10 years ago, the
college administration was more
concerned with developing a latge
campus. Between five and ten
thousand fewer students attended
SJS then. Spooner doesn’t think
the administration was as receptive as it could have been to
the social needs of the students,
whereas now they are "very good
listeners."
"The administration now is
more willing to assist students In
social involvement and expression
than in the past," he emphasized.
believe if one works hard,
he should also play hard. Socializing should be part of the educational process." stressed Spooner. "I think students feel a need
for it but don’t know how to
achieve it," he added.

was more of a socially involved event," he said. "Homecoming was a whole week of fun."
"There are not enough general
functions to activate peoples’
interests,"
he
re - emphasized
There should be some motivating
force to do this since the students, faculty, administration or
alumni don’t.
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NO COMPETITION
Student government is no
longer as popular as it was in the
past, explained Spooner. The
average student leader of today
is not an average student, he said.
He thinks more students would
like to become involved in student government but don’t know
how to go about it and don’t have
the ambition to find out.
Lack of competition between
students refers mainly to women
since men have sports to compete
in. This is the first year that no
homecoming queen has been
elected, according to Spooner.
Although a Sparta Queen was

WAY

LEAVE MARCH 22

s: OAKLAND TO LONDON

$275

What’s in store for the future?
"I feel if students sincerely
want a better social atmosphere.
they’ll seek it," he predicted.
"The majority somehow has a
way of ruling."
He feels if a student does
something while attending college
in addition to his purpose for
being there, it will be a very fulfilling experience and the student
will impnwe socially and economically, as well as academically.

(71

a

OAKLAND TO
LONDON/AMSTERDAM

Do students involve themselves
more today in protests and
marches as part of their social
functions?
It’s just something to do and
adds excitement to one’s life, he
said. A lot of protestors use demonstrations merely as a means
to express themselves. If they
knew the true meanings of the
issues involved, they wouldn’t
support them, he continued.

$145
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FLIGHTS
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"JEN HIGHT 1100 YARIC
Testimonial By SJS Student
George Yang

4th and St. James
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Not so at Provident Mutual.
There’s independence here. A
successful insurance agent has
his own loyal clients. Makes his
own decisions concerning them.
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Get hip to our Campus Internship Program. Fact 22%
of this company’s top agents
began learning a n d earning
while still in college. Move fast
and as far as your talents will
take you. Stop by or phone our
office today.

In the spirit of Christmas...
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Long and Associates
675 N. 1st. Suite 508
207-5707

50 University Ave.
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What accounts for this change
in social attitudes and functions?
Spooner believes there are many
contributing factors: the size of
the campus, parental environmental influence, change in student
government, lack of competition
between students and loss of momentum by the fraternities and
sororities.
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NO SOCIAL FUN

when
How to begin
a career
without
playing
Corporate
Kindergarten.

Balk Music
Nightly

(’ONTRIBUTING FACTORS

elected a few weeks ago, she
reigned over nothing.
Spooner explained that in the
past "there were more fun things
going on, such as homecoming
and preceding events. In the past,
a week before homecoming, a
parade was held, floats were
made, a queen selected and many
students held open house.
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By RENEE BAYER
Social environment and attitudes have definitely changed at
SJS in the past decade, according
to Pat Spooner, San Jose State
national alumni president.
Spooner, a 1955 graduate of
SJS, has been alumni president
since May, 1968. He was vice
president for two years prior to
1968 and also served on the alumni board of directors for five
years.
"Involvement wise. SJS was
more socially oriented in the
’50s." There were more student
activities, students enjoyed campus life more. and it was a happier student body." he stated.
He thinks students want to
identify with the social aspects of
the campus today but do not have
the ambition,

11(
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SJS ’Less Social’ Than
In ’50s, Spooner Says
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Grothe Sees Internal lighte fling’ in U.S.S.R.
But Improved U.S.-Russian Relations Ahead
it, I Ixi,. I I I ’.

I
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.;:ternal
let Unii(n at
I iced it, ii, w
the end of the devade than there
was at the beginning."
if Dr.
!,.!,

Peter Grothe, SJS political science professor, former t. reign
relations adviser and speech writ er for Hubert Humphrey, and
recognized expert on life in the
U.S.S.R.
Reviewing the sweep of Soviet

’WPM

... Ls releirallny
ifs silver anstiv.efaey

Elegant atmosphere mid gracious service have

life during the issos, Dr. Grothe.
who has made four trips to Russia, most recently
80:ind1968,
ias
"The early 6 were comparatively good in the Soviet Union in
terms of loosening up internally.
I think it is fair to say that we
have seen retrogression during
the last three years in regard to
Internal tightness."
After the toppling id Nikita
Khrushchev in October of 1964,
there was a gradual piilitical
tightening. Grot he said. The present government, led by C011111111nist Party Chairman Leitnill
Breshnes; and Premier Alexei Kosygin, has been very much a
collective leadership. Ilee(iiise it

nomically things have gradually
gotten better. The standardiii
living is still abysmally Iwo’. tr.
our standards.
say there is
less internal freedom at the end
of the decade than there was at
the beginning. I’d say, though
that it is felt mostly by the students and intellectuals rather
than the average man.While Soviet citizens are "abysmally ignorant" abtait the United
States. Dr. Grothe says "the iirdinary Russian is embarrassingly
pro-American. For some EftitS011
Russian people It we American
people and vice versa. My fay, rite
people in this %%tide wt ’rid are
pei.ple"
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DR. PETER GROTHE
... Russian tourist
is, it takes ti e longer to maki
decisions, and longer to ehanre
them once they are made.’
’The Soviet government 1,-.
much tougher on its artists ...
its dissident intellectuals I it,,
was under Khrushchev." Grollii
feels that the fear of liberalisn;
creeping into the U.S.S.R. free.
Czechoslovakia led to the Sovie
invasion of the East European
satellite.
Grothe is "quite optimistic"
about future Soviet-U.S. relations, however.
"Although the country is tighter internally, relations with the
United States are better now
than they’ve been in several
years. We’re having the SALT
(strategic arms limitation talks1
and I’ve just returned from
Washington, D.C., and the pc pie
back there are guardedly optimistic about the outcome"
The main factor in improved
American -Soviet relations is "the
Soviet Union’s very teal fear of
Red China. No country can afw powerful eneford to have to
mies at the same time. It’s striking how strongly the Soviets feel
ahout the Chinese menace."
The professor served ;IS HumIse).
phrey’s foreign relations
in 1960. Grothe wrote ses era I
speeches for Humphre while he
occupied the vice presidency. The
sJs instructor also drafted the
original Peace Corps legislation
for the then-senatiir from Minnesota. Subsequently. Dr. GI, hi.
RPTVP11 as the c onsultant for the
Peace Corps.
For the average man on t 1w
street in the Soviet rnien.
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Alco’s Gifted
Entertainers
Here’s real entertainment, beautifully packaged and priced for savings! Shop Alec) any
day or evening from now until Christmas.
OPEN SUNDAY NOON-5 P.M.

S

CYVE

477:177FTT11112._;_.

H. H. SCOTT

--CREATIVITY
IN PIONEERING EXCELLENT STEREO
EQUIPMENT

SCOTT 3828 32 WATT AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER Check these fabulous features
and you’ll see why the 3828 is the industry’s hest selling receiver. Integrated Circuit IF
for virtually interference and noise free reception; Field Effect Transistor Front end for
clearer reception of more stations, and alt -silicon direct coupled amplifier for instantaneous undistorted power. In addition, dual speaker switchers allow you to select mom,
remote or both sets of speakers... or you con shut off all speakers for headphone listen
ing, (Walnut case optional).
LIST PRICE 289.9$

spoRlnSTMAS oTAT
SALE

GARRARD AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE MODEL 408 For the first time no unit of this
price a lull viscous damped, single lever cueing Also features an oversin turntable with
handsome safety mat.

LIST PRICE 44.50
GARRARD 8.1 BASE

LIST PRICE 5.50

SHURE MODEL M44C CARTRIDGE With .001 -inch radius spherical diamond
Stylus.
LIST PRICE 17.9$

Vaughn’s entire stock of natural
shoulder sportcoats reduced to 1/2
price during our Christmas Gift
Sportcoat Sale.

$49.50 Tweeds

$24"

$55.50 Plaids

$27"

$75.00 Harris Tweeds

WITH A513 CARD:

equtem

Sim Jlow
t.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS

Itl.lt

cP)-

$65.00 Shetlands

Herbert P. Schroeder, Pastor
Richard W. Collin, Vicar

gives
you a lift

!tee Launderette;,

s.,
k
,,

College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

PSA

k Ill 2 hrs. Dry rleatihu,
r ki
, it 2 davs.
4.1
I

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

$3250

$ 3750

OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPEAKERS Scientifically constructed to disperse music in a
360 pattern for full dimensional sound.

LIST PRICE $110.00 PAIR

TOTAL LIST PRICE

4679

SAVE $10795

Total Price $35995
Alco’s
covi,a,t,1 FREE
CABLE & CONNECTING WIRE

Now 1/2 Price
111c(,011hE ON Al

MERCIANDisc
UNIVERSITY MEN’S SMITS
Est. 1927

ISIS CREW CARDS WILLOW

N116
Agairson

410.

Mk Pla torn,
ame yrna

.00

AT SATHER GATE--.

NOW ()PE) 1/10N. TIIRU TIIURS. ’TIL 9:00

LOS ALTOS
4916 EL CAMINO
(South of San Antonial
948-8273

SAN JOSE
80 S. 2nd Or 79 S. 3rd
297-7111
Parking Tickets Validated

CAMPBELL
1625 CAMPBELL
1 Opposite Kirkwood Motel

379-7219

Tluirsolay ’December 17.1969
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Editorial

Christmas Spirit?
rtedie. at the western
world. and we greet it half-heartedly.
tiletide .pirit prelails. but in diminished tone. and without hearty exclamation.
christ ... happy
’Hie remnants of what supposedly
tliristma. spirit are primarily
in huge shopping renter:. They
flllll
are ravenous. commercial heasts
brill,. chock full of high-priced gifts
drken mail by the lairand
elia.. plaLme.
The question that has been asked
that all there is?
before
111’1 "(’ "11" a Year "IwnlY elclo’sP
the fact that 11111’ interests lie primarily
ketping otir toilet seats fluffily
covered. rather than feeding a star% ing
rhild or implementing the end of war?
SITILILgt.
right. Humbug to the
Gifts are beaumateriali-tie
tiful. lint the spirit in which they are
gixen should riot be tainted by the

Thrust and Parry

TWO Drives
lt risItttas Food
Sophomore tutorials student Ed Dawson
and some other folks over at Building R
(between old Spartan Bookstore andIi Morris
;ire getting together a "Christmas
Food Lift" to the Indians who are estabiishing

cunina
me, can

"%PI’

Alcatraz Island. VVe. you and
greatly from our
just and worthy

afford to contribute
vast 1?) food stores to this

cause.
The income and individual wealth of each
of LIS is different and greatly varied. One
thing is readily evident: the great majority
oof us are to SOMC degree backed-up by financially stable middle class homes! Very few
students at SJS come from households where
fOOLi IS It problem. Nearly none of
the student body has parents who earn less
than the government defined poverty line of
$3500 (annual family earnings). Indeed. some
,,f
come from families that earn many
times this amount annually. Certainly some of
us are, to some major or minor degree, selfsupporting. However, under emergency
cumstances. most oof us could turn to our
families to help us get at least enough food
into (our stomachs,
The Indians out on that island are hardly
in the same situation. By direct action they
are attempting to establish themselves peacefully as a viable force in this country that
moist he recognized by the powers that be.
There is no suburban "mom and dad" to buy
the food for the first braves to ZISSPI’L themselves in the last 50 years. These men and
women need your concrete support thmugh
the supply of wholesome foods which you
either have surpluses of or can easily he replaced. If you had breakfast this morning
and or dinner last night, you’re not too poor
to help a hiltufry red man.
Please bring any food you ean anytime
itpstairs in Building R. between Morris Dailey
and th(o 01(1 Spartan Bookstore.
you won’t go hungry.
riordon unwen
Aoltal

-Wiwi- mu! Tear’
Editor:

Tlx: -For Passion-Take three Saint Joseph’s aspirins as often
as necessary and get lots of eXCLIViSp and
sleep. The practice of a little virtue will he
more efficacious than the consumption oof
car-load of pills. It won’t cryst $85,000, as our
fearless editor has suggested, not even R5
cents. And it will save wear anti tear on the
old apparatus.
%%Mims

Huttlinger
C002-17

All editorials reflect the majority opinion of the
Spartan Daily editorial board, consisting of Hot editor,
the news editor the assistant news editor, the associate
editor, the cop., editor sad two members of the reporting staff

reciprocal -take"’ %hid’ presently
characterizes the season of peace and
good will.
Christmas and the new year should
be a time for reflection on the deeper
ramifications of life. not two weeks in
which to ))))) ze it up. revelling in the
bonus semester break we get once a
year.
e have yet to direct our attention
to the most urgent consideraf
concerning Christmas. Viewing the state
of the world, how many do we have
left?
J.B.

".

majority

Ho-o I ly majority . . ."

Guest Room

Is There Communism at High Levels?
By ARTHUR RANGNO
Obviously the pillar of conservatit e
strength in California, the head of the Republican party in California. twhat you
might call the "pillarhead" of Right
ing ) is not a C
*st. but just for
the moment, let oir imagination loe unix
led ... and let’s ask the question, IS
RONALD REAGAN A t:OMMUNIST?
I’m glad somebody asked that question, because it’s been bothering nw for some
time, and I’m sure I’m not the first to
wonder about it. A e can begin to answer
this serious question loy asking, "W hat is
it that a Conon». would do if he were
elected governor, which would be in agreement with the infamous Communist Conspiraey Timetable for World I)omination
that such fervent anti-communists as Robert Welch. Art Linkletter. and the Reverend Bill) James Hargis make reference
to?"
Cl/NI:VIE SYMPATHIZERS
I might note to begin with, that in writing "The Truth About Vietnam" in 1967,
Robert Welch, founder of the John Birclt
Society. indicates that American involvement in Vietnam could very well have
been tho result of a plot inspired by sympathizer. at the highest levels of government to drain away our best men and resources. 1 on may ako recall that it was
through the dogged efforts of Welch that
President Dwight Eisenhower was
posed."
Well it’s pretty obvious then, if they
could he that high up. getting to be governor mould he nothing.
I think we’re all aware that the Commies
are ono to "bury us" and that this burying
will result frown more and more technological ails:owes which could result in more
and better rockets. but even ))))) re
ous. what if they developed a smog free
ear that lasted 2.11 years and then exported
it to the .S.? God! Or Melt more dastardly. imtoted a beverage to replace
Coca-Cola? iter financial demise of the
1 .S. too horrendous to eten talk about!
Nasty, unscrupulous Commies.
It be,
,s incredibly clear, then, that
we must ad% ance technologically faster
than they will and from this it follows that
we must educate to the fullest possible
limit as many people as possible so as not
i0 SUCCIlmh to this ))))) inous challenge.
KRF:MLIN ORDERS
It becomes at MIN‘ clear, then, that a
person getting his orders directly from the
K:remlin would use whatever means avail.
able to him to subvert that objective.
In the Sot iet Union, where there are
more people than in the U.S., anyone who
demonstrates the capability to clo universit) %stork goes to the University, FREE.
The Russians realize that their greatest
resource is in the ono& And they’re catching up: ask any general in the Pentagon.
and he sl Id know!
Before our governor took office, the
University of California was rated as the
educational systetn in the+ country as

reported bt -lightly - 1111..
Of
mad Time magazine.
Of
Certainly. California has beton sdemed traditionally by the other stales as avant(’
garde. educationallt speaking. 111‘CallSe of
the high quality of the higher educational
system and its relottist. loss cost to the student.
Then there was the firing of Clark Kerr,
to whom many attributed the rise of the
Unitersity of California. talk of exliorbi.
tant tuitionChancellor Duinke 110W tells
us that it is no longer it matter of -if"
but how mud]. and in filet, huge bmIget
slashes.
1111111lle

KERR’S FIRING
Certainly the firing of [’resident Clark
Kerr could 1111i Ile attributed to his softness
on the Free Speech \linemen!. "G I rid.
dative to bad garbage."’ was tlw remark of
Mario Sit\ io. ’prominent FSM leader, upon
learning of the firing.
No one can doubt that the imposing of
a large tuition in the higher educational
system will act to reduce the lllll niter of
people %dm attend and graduate from our
ecluca
al sy-tetta.
the fee to apply
to college has increa-eol :MO per cent. from
35 just a couple of scar- ago. to $’20 effective Fclo. I, 197111 for the .tate eolleges.
’re th, Los %ngeles Times. whirls ironically supported the election of Ronald
Reagan, it wits clear (%en shortly after the
election what %tits happening to higher education in California. Iti an editorial en -

Staff Comment

Child’s World
By DALE SMILEY
A Child’s world is beautiful. Well. at
least that’s the ss.os most of us remember
those magical (las %illicit have somehow
slipped amity from us.
But.
)
gster can tell you that his
life is a se
s matter and that his problems are %tory real. Not mil) does
ll i ll r
hate to cope mitts the predicaments he
runs into during the course of a day
which is seld
routine 1. but he must put
up with his folks who are certain that his
is a carefree. happy life, and who continti
ally remind him how t
I he has it.
With all this in mind, it’s easy to empathize with the 71-year-old boy who this
Christmas
st fare a new realization that
will only add to the burdens he already
hears:
"Dear God,
For Christmas. I would like a new 10speed bicycle. a beach ball. an electric
train set. an Elgin 11a) lor basketball. a
I:aptain Zoom life-size spa(se ship that
really blasts off. and a baht brother. If I
can’t hate all of those things, then I’d like
t of them. Do tott think you can do it?
1111Aicvhea. el
P.S. I know not. that there is not really
a Santa Claus."

titled, "The Education of Ronald Reagan,"
the Times wrote: "If the governor is seeking to transform the University of California overnight into an institution of the
second rank, and if he desires to hold back
the detelopment of a strong state college
system. be has chosen the right path
(through budget cutting) to reach these
goals."
Now why would Ronald want to do
that? I know- those Commies wealth’ want
to (I() just that. because then it would be
easier for them to get ahead of us. After
all, California supplies a lot of technicians,
scientists and skilled worker); to every
field.
And you know something, Ronald used
to be quite a liberal back in the forties.
Then he changed. Now that really makes
Ille suspicious! What if Tom Hayden or
Stokely Carmichael suddenly joined the
YR’s.
bet you’d get suspicious, too. Of
course, Ronald never was as liberal as Tom
or Stokely, but ...
NIELSEN RATINGS
And the way tnedia are influencing elections. It would he just like those rotten
Commies l() masterfully dissect contemporary American thought by studying Nielsen TV ratings. Then loy observing that
such shows as "Gunsmoke" and "Bonanza"
consistently gravitate to the top of the
ratings. they would know that a legendary
M’estern hero who clamped down on crime,
Commies and taxes would he hard to beat
in the ele(tions.
And what about pollution? A Commie
would like to see us bury ourseltes in
trash and foul air till we succumbed. Well,
a lot of people at the Governor’s Conference on California’s Changing Environment. including Dr. I3arry Commoner.
wondered why. if Ronald is so concerned
over this problem. he couldn’t allot more
than 325(1,000 out of a state bmiget of $6
billion to research the problem of pollution in our University where some of the
greatest minds on this planet reside. I
think it is safe to sav that most people will
agree that that is a trivial monetary response to what is frequently termed an
ecological crisis in life and death.
GARBAGE MISSILES
Anil it wouldn’t surprise me if those
Commies were working at this very nuttnent on a multiple warhead missile that
Moss llllll sli into a fleet of garbage trucks
just before impact. They’d stoop to anything! And you know what they sav about
those hordes in Red China. If they
marched four abreast into the ocean., each
one carrying a piece of trash, they still
. . . or something
couldn’t pick it all
like that.
Then there ix the Mental Health Progrant cutbacks, cutbacks in welfare for the
poor. acting to increase the foment in our
society, anti that’s just what those Commies
would like before. they take over.
hope Mark Lane, Jim Garrison, and J.
Edgar will take this to heart and do a
little research. It sure would end a lot of
sleepless nights.

Nti’e hold these truth- too lie -elf-es ident.
except
that all 1111’11 are created equal
student, hippies allot striking morkers."
So would read the U.S. Devi:trial llll tif
Independence if it were up to the members
of the House Agriculture Coommittet. to
draft such document,. For !Ili- pious body
made jost such a ruling, in its own sphere.
Tuesdat. when it set down Ile% g11111,11111S
for ad lll i l tistering the Food Stamp Program.
By a vote of 19 to b. tlit to( llllll tittee approved an amendment los Rep. A iley
1Mayne 111-lowa 1. which mould bar food
stamps to either students or hippies if their
parents are (la» ll i ll g them as tax dependents.
Another annendment. by Rep. Charles
Teague It -Calif.). would bar food stat»ps
to workers on strike.
Admittedly. the Food Stamp I’rogram
has been :doused. But it SO011O that this
problem is to
committee’s
squash the program so that et ell ale needy
ss quite et idyl» upon
stiffer. This bee
examination of actions taken pretiously by
this body to insure a fair and equitable
program:
I The c lllll mittee recently killed a Senate-passed loill m hick would li.ose raio.cd the
for food stamps to
authorizat
fr
the ’present SOO million’ .1 year.
ht 1972:
ll i ll itee elhainatod au
2) The e
stration plan for free Itood -tamps tor the
neediest: and
3) The C0111111iiille %idea to require states
for the first time to pay 10 per vent of the
federal costs of the food - :dime the tattle
of the stamps.
All three aeti llll s are repro --it e. All are
tile expense
designed to cut (lout’
of those mho are enrolled in the program.
anwildnumb: are also "elsome
my measures." If the llllll nittee’s act s
remove a couple of thousand students and
striking workers from the food stamp
rosters. it’s easy to see how the cosi, will
go down.
But are these -economy measures" really
in the hest intero-t of this nation? Can me
really afford to pare nearly S2 billion out
of a food stamp authorization and eliminate. thousands of college students and
striking workers from the rolls because a
these groops allegedly hat e
few f
abused the prit ilege? I think not.
It’s this S:11111. kind Of reasoning that
would !lase tis call off a football game beSlIllek ill free. Or outlaw
cause
sex because....
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C.U. Needs
Volunteers
For Center

Santa Decides To Turn Commercial

Its CANDI BELL
Daily Political Writer
Do final exams lind you depressed, neurotic, or worse yet,
contemplating suicide? If so, the
College Union will be the place
Ii, go for help beginning Jan. 11.
Crisis Prevention-Interventilin
Center, a pilot program designed
10 help students relieve problems, pressures, and the tiaUMPS
of finals week, will Ire eonducted
on a 21 -bout’ basis starting Jan.
11 and ending Jan. 23.
However. student volunteers
are urgently needed, according to
Roger Olsen, chairman of the
Academic Council IA. Cs Student -Faculty. Liaison Committee,
which is sponsoring the crisis
center. Tutors, counselors, ’Tappets in general," people to man
telephones and keep study areas
clean are needed. Students interested in volunteering time have
been asked I. i meet Jan. 7 at 2
p.m. in the Umunhum Room in
the College Union for orientation.

JOHN BATTeNBERG ... faculty artist

Art Dept. ’Overloaded’
Says Prof. Baiienberg
.1 tm i I
The Art I
ill
San JOSe S I!
Illg
1.11,t1
il
Iii major in all are hcatrr,
away due to the lack of Im
and needed instructinN, according
to a department spokesman.
"We’d have to hire an additional 20 teachers to handle the
overload." reports John Batten berg, associate professor of art.
States one brigIn, blue-eyed
blond coed majoring in graphics:
"San Jose State is the ’in Nag."
to go if you’re thinking about a
career in art, but first you have
to be able to get in."
"It used to be that students
wanting to major in art floaked
to Berkeley. Not so today," explained Battenberg, adding that
"must art majors seeking admis-

H be the
s. noted
-;it- -the Pido
the inithor
of Being

Indents are inhiatus1

"The Angels represent saint thing awesome. They look like
hell hut the machines they ride
are beautifttl. I tried to capture
T.
both points in my sculptor
an artist. it’s all there sda
conti:ISI," he outlined,
n in Milwaukee, NVis

herapy will
st at 7 in

i

I

I
Alto SI, Ha
of
The I
Oneself."
Tonight’s address is ihe third
in a series of lecture
for Philosophy 2115, a seminar in
epistemology, led hy DI. Peter
Notistennums professor of philoA Iii,
Ili. I ill

WHO’S WHO
Battenber’s background reads
like "Who’s Who in American
Art." He is, in fact, listed in that
noted publication.
Ile has sold some of his works
far as much as $6,000 each to Private collectors during his extensive career. This y. or, Bat t enberg
has ,:.hiliited some of his works
in I,.
k, almost unheard of for
an .5 .....Lean artist, assl t he
Smith, loan Institute.
inonth, Batten
errtl111.1rt-, I his block -bus: it
show
Sm..... Invade New Yoi
at
’
Hier Art
in New
Miler esiiiint
suitor,s.da
gani
’ii’.
the
rnthusiastsstill
mince of Sect nt:
lmt 1.0,4
Angeles
sometime in e i;
February at
the Est tier-h’’
Gallery. Battenberg speni
e than a year
putting the painstaking sculpture
together.

Psychologist
To Lecture
C7.1,10111 1;11
he .1,
SIC

aia first ity ins to enroll
heirs
"The question a potential art
student must ask himself is, do
I want theory or mactival application? Our department tries
to give some balance between
the two disciplines," he added.

"AWESOME"

I ’1

.

MENTAL HEALTH
Ai.etrding It, Olsen, the center
was created because of it lack of
mental health facilities after 5
p.m. and on the week-ends, immense work loads at the psychological counseling center and
increased pressures emerging
Iii mn the academic community.
s I...’’
the centei will prong place for students
o erten, educational
III. I
esi hinges can occur,
SIII
may relax in the stirof the College Union
and I aladvantage of tutoring
service- .ni. the games areas.
Student and faculty tutors will
be available to help with class
materials and to suggest effective
study and test -taking methods.
Most important, extra telephone lines will be installed to
serve as crisis prevention "hotlines." Tiained students and faculty trained in clinical psychology methods will man the telephones to help students who call
complaining of depression, mental
td,icks against studying, "bad
trips" and suicidal tendencies.
Avrording au Olsen, volunteers at
the Drug Citisis Intervention Center will be on hand to either man
some telephone lines or to help
on a referral basis in handling
serious drug pi oblems.
VOLUNTEERS
Also, area psychiatrists and
psychologists have volunteered
their services on it referral basis
to help with serious mental problems.
Some 660 volunteers will be
needed to carry out the program.
A minimum of ten people for 66
lour hour shifts will be necessary, but Olsen said many volunteers will work more than one
shift. He is asking for two Whits; from each department to
eionteer their time.
Financial help for the pilot proiirdm has come ilium the administrative fund and ftom the ColI,- a Union Board of Governors
is

Coen Nights
Monday Aro
Thursday
All Day Saturder
Lots of Free Peking

liii

It
cs:
Daily Feature Editor
W1t11 e-eiyorre from the corner
butcher to Marty alattel making
a tidy profit front Christmas,
Santa Claus decides to jump into
the run for the Christmas dollar
and accept an offer to appear on
the "Tonight Show" on Christmas
Eve.
"A nd now, he-r-r-r-e-e’s-s-s
Johnny," (mimes the voice of the
off-stage announcer as the
camera shows an audience corn posed primarily of every’ bubblegum-chewing kid west of the
s
thave
e
s
tome
to
Hudson,
aon, ’
who
We then see it sharply dressed
man with perfect Debby Drake
posture stride on stage like a
cheetah with rigor mortis.
A few weak hand -claps, and a
series of "bravos" and hearty’ applause emanating from the host’s
side-kick, greet the star who
smiles and graciously bows to the
silent audience of impatient
youngsters.
After five minutes, when the
host realizes that all the noise is
coming from his partner and not
the audience, he turns and blurts,
"Oh, shut up, Ed."
Staring into the audience the
host flashes his boyish grin and
cracks. "Looks like graduation
day at Ding-Dong School out
there."
STONEY SILENCE
The side-kick’s boisterous
laughter is the only sound heard
above the snapping gum of the
silent audience.
This same reception is given
every guest. After an hour and
10 minutes of having clever comments met by silence, the host
actually begins to sweat.
Coming back from a commercial, we are greeted by the Stmt.,
smiling weakly, and a couch full
of guests which include the
Michigan State marching band,
the Omaha cast of "Hair," the
starting line-up of the 1996 New
York Yankees, William Buckley,
Norman Mailer, Diane DeVeauxes, a rising star in the
world of animated cartoons who
possesses startling physical protortions, and Miss Jackie Souse,
who had used the first half of the
show to plug her newest book of
pornographic fairy tales for preschoolers.
The kids have become restless
and a chant of "We want Santa"
rises from the audience.
With the sound of high noon at
the kiddie matinee ringing in the
background, the host gives in and
yells, "OK! Bring in fatso."
With this command the kids go
off the brink with joy. The sound
of jingling bells can be heard
from backstage as the band
strikes up a swinging vers’Ion of
"Oh, Little Town of Bethlehem."
HIP SANTA
A gigantic gentleman with a
neatly trimmed beard appears to
the deafening shouts of the audience. He looks like every storybook picture of Santa Claus with
the exception that he is wearing
a straw hat, white turtleneck and
carries a showman’s cane.
He stops at center stage and

;

\

Open Tonight
Until 9:00 P.M.

and a
’hippy

286-0930
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.....gre Cream

3305. 10th SAN JOSE
MAHRIALS

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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Ice Cream
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Testimonial -- Dick Christensen,
fi.riner grounds keeper at
\ Rantoul lorseilsa
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E. SANTA

"The boss told me he was having some kids
over for a Saturday night dance. Godfrey Daniel,
Mother of Pearl, I didn’t expect all those longhaired weirdos. But one of them offered me a
Tico’s Taco and I freaked out."

CLARA

PHONE: 286-8331
OPEN DAILY
10 A.M.

II

P.M.
rat

Phone Orders 297-8421
Aupeeempeemereemuir.

SPARTAN DAILY---3

4th and St. James

belts out a hardy
his, lio,"
which brings screams from the
kids.
Evidently realizing that this is
his one big chance to land his own
late-night talk show and a pile
of dough, Saint Nick has decided
to give it his all.

show, the ’Loot sti ikes up the
theme song berms- Santa can finish.
Hearing the music. Santa gets
a wild look in his eyes and leaps
to his feet in a wild dance. As he
moves to disrobe the host jumps
up and attempts to keep the robe
around Santa.

"That
JtAinny." inteljects the
httst.
". . . Johnny, 1 got this great
idea when I found out I was going
to be on the show tonight and
unable to deliver the junk." explains the guest, giving the camera his best 1.13.1 sincerity look.

"I sent all my little elves to
SHOW BIZ
cities all over the world where
As the picture begins to fade,
To the surprise of the host, who
they’ll board flights for Miami.
the pair are seen struggling on
had expected simply to talk to
the stage as the announcer says,
Once on hoard, they %k hip out
the grand old man of the North
these." explains Santa ion he pulls
"That’s our show fur tonight. Be
Pole, Santa immediately goes into
a toy burp gun from under his
sure to stay tuned now for Serma Sammy Davis Jr. type of act.
robe, "and hijack . .."
onette’ with special guest star
"Greetings fellow pre-schoolWoody Allen "
It lseing the end of another
ers." shouts Santa Claus as he
does a short buck and wing.
et’uiCraAloWshet ’%4,
se
"Hey. Santa! Santa!" yells the
host over the thundering laughter of the kids in an attempt to
get the old man to come oven and
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
talk.
b OAKLAND TO LONDON
I OAKLAND TO LONDON
Feeling that he has the youthful audience right where lie wants
them, however, the old man isn’t
ONE WAY
about to stop. He dances up a
:,
LEAVE MARCHAWRACY H 22
storm, peppering his fancy foot$, OAKLAND TO LONDON ,.:s‘
OAKLAND TO
work with snappy one-liners
LONDON/AMSTERDAM
s’
about his mother-in-law anti Spiro
Agnew.
$249
275
LEAVE MARCH 21
After he has tried every instru:‘
RETURN APRIL 5
ROUND TRIP
ment in the hand Santa puffs,
$
Reservation or Information $
For
over to center stage and breaks
For completehoflightschedule ki
$
phone
into a stirring rendition of "Let
$
the Sunshine In."
$
OR WRITE
To the shock of the guests anti,
OR WRITE
,...$
It CHARTER FLIGHTS
host, not to mention the producHARTER I I 11.111s
IRKET
995
11
ST.
t,
Ot
tion staff, Santa yanks off his
M
it’.
FRANCISCO, CA. 9t103 g.
?:SAN
boots and turtleneck, evidently
sx. 1.11ANCISCH, CA, 41103
Mail me flight information
Arad me 1970 charter flight schedule
xit
O.
S NAME _ .__
attitude, not to mention his portNAME
74
ly anatomy.
Z.Z. STREET
STREET
Shock prevails until the host is
CITY & Z P
.6060c.sco
CITY & ZIP
able to come to his senses and
leap in front of the camera, _
shouting over the screams of the!
audience, "We’ll be right back
following this word from Lifebuoy."
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STANFORD
RECRUITING BLACKS
TODAY

SUBORDINATE CLAUS
When the show returns, we see
directors, stagehands and the host
wrapping a robe around theii
guest of honor.
"Here, Santa, have a chair,"
smiles the pale host.
"Well, Nick, tell me why aren’t
you making the scene with the
reindeer tonight?" questions the
host in an attempt to recapture
the show.
"It’s this way, Jimmy .. ."

I
I
ft

reprewntatite f .

the Stanford University Graduate

S,Iniol will be on campus at noon today in the Conference
I
I

Wash, wet. soak, hunt,
squint, wash, soak, wet, cry a little.
Contact lenses were designed to be a convenience. And
they are up to a point. They’re
convenient enough to wear,
once you get used to them, but,
until recently, you had to use
two or more different lens solutions to properly prepare and
maintain contacts. You
needed two or three dinerent bottles, lens cases, and
you went through more than
enough daily rituals to make
even the most steadfast individuals consider dropping out.
But now caring for your contacts can be as convenient as
wearing them. Now there’s Len sine, from the makers of Marine.
Lensine is the one lens solution
designed for complete contact
lens care . . . preparing, cleansing, and soaking.

m of the Placement Office to talk to Black students
interested its Stanford’s Graduate Program.

Building 1 1. 122 S. 9th Street

Just
a drop or
st noeobfeLfeonreyou insert
your lens prepares it for
your eye. Lensine makes your
contacts, which are made of
modern plastics, compatible
your eye. How? Len is an "isotonic" so alias, That means it’s
made to blend with the
natural fluids. So
pie drop or two
cn." TIC lens, forming a
sort ot comfort zone around
it.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine fights
bacteria and foreign deposits that build up during the course of the day.
And for overnight soaking, Lensine provides a
handy contact canister on

the bottom of every bottle. Soaking your contacts in Lensine between wearing periods assures
you of proper lens hygiene.
Improper storage between
wearings permits the growth of
bacteria on your lenses. This is a
sure cause ot eye irritation and,
in some cases, it can endanger
your vision. Bacteria cannot grow
in Lensine. Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the convenience they were designed to
be. The name of the game is
Lensine. Lensine, made by
the Murine Company, Inc.

Are you
cut out for
contact
sports?

4-%1’ %la
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Students
Married
SJS’
of
Hundreds
or
Affair
Family
Big
A
City:
Ian

- ,
of apartment
Bruce and Diana Conklin, with their daughter, Erika, are the residents
in English at SJS while
100 in Spartan City. Diana is completing her master’s degreepreparing
to enter mediBruce, who recent ’y completed his master’s in psychology, is
like to live as a
cal school. These photographs attempt to show a little of what it is
student, parent and spouse while attending San Jose State.

Corpsman Recalls Holidays
toe months hit American mates. hit witter showers, mashed

By HA I’ PEIBtar
Chi istmas iiVersea,
thing to remember. I spent two
Christmases as a Peace Corps
vs, lunteer in a non-Christian
country and got an idea of the
meaning of it all.
India is a Hindu nation, yet
Dec. 25 is a national holiday. In
the spirit of the season. the Peat*
Corps staff began by sending a
memo to all the solunti,tms and
Inviting them up to Itelin tor the
holidays.
For the Pe-tee Corps volunteer.
the season begins two days before
Chric mats.
All the volunteers in the tidal put distriet of Rapasthan 15 of
its in all met in the distriet renter on the meriting of Der 22.
We ssould all teasel together the
500 miles up to I /vita.
The trip was 21 hodr: by a
meter gang’. st m Ira n. aol the
train was always crowded.

the feet up, and wido eniaLii
make turning over possible but
difficult.
It the luggage rack wasn’t
available, we had sitting ri..101 Orl
the seat, or maybe a spot en the
floor.
But whatevet the conditions.
we were in goyx1 spirits by the
time we reached New Delhi. Everyone wa.s friendly There was
no ehromtceitilism tit tegiolt tie.’
season. and Christmas w: m,,

ADVERSE CONDITIONS
But this time the ailvoise conditions did not make nitwit dif ference. The group of us %iilunterTs
were together, le-living the
months’ experiences and mid: ,.
plans for our stay in Delhi.
this talk would take up :boa .;
the journey.
imtund
The train left
.t,
7 p.m. Alan’s an ho
its-defied Masti Junta ,
meant dinner. The b.’ wds
best Indian vestehirian food in the
area - pctatoes, vegetables, lentils, bread, and tea all for 12
cents.
We were lucky for we had
fuund some empty luggage racks
and we slept up there ’after it
while it was hard to think of
these racks for luggage’. These
racks were just short enough for
us to lie with the body flat and
the head up or the head flat and

US Student Attends
Nutrition Conference

EUROPE

Xmas, Eastv & Summer
S220-215 r.f. from West Coast
Asailabf flights 6ran N.Y. Flights
within Europe, Israel, & the Orient
For information contact: 365.5625
E.S.E.P. ROI Woodside Redwod City
E.S.E.P. Si
--

FIRST ST01.

Every Peace Cori )5

volanteec
arriving in Delhi first headed for
Jim Wit l’s or Plie Hibbard’s.
Both winked bin Peace Corps
staff and were thy volunteer’s
’tett friends. We could stay :it
their ,10!APA afirl have a familystyle Christmas.
New in Delhi, we volunteers
hadn’t s,,,n
enjoyeil luxuries is

IM it

aloes, o’clock ’is’ roll music, in,

’,ming hid friciuls who were
in trash for Christ:nas.

,

P"

.1,1-

I

11-’

,i,

’

America, mai many other countries attended. The program included Swiss tarots swig by a
Swiss frim!ly. Alio. the tialOP familiar scriptures and Christmas
carols.
Christmas Day was quiet. This
was the day to get together with
other volunteeis for dinner, to
stop ;old think of the family and
tr. mals :it home, to think of the
good things in the world and the
thought that maybe the world
tian
Hell! :Liter all

i;
eel
it a \V ate
&legato
House
, a Fn. I. Nitteflon and Health, Dec, 2-1.
The 35-year-old mother of six
is advisory eommittee chairman
to the California Rural Legal
Assistanee I (MLA I for the Chicano farm workers in Montetey
County.
She was referred by the CRLA
as one rf three delegates from
California representing the
Nit’s. Lissa* explained that the
conference was held to discuss
hunger in Amerira and make recommendation to President Richard M. Nixon.
"My expc-nses alone cost over
. . multiply that by 3,000
$660
and figure that’s a large amnunt

If you can affold to pay a little more we I-aye a sli
Pick from the following fine brands:

Ar’rkcu PM.
’

’

lk ORINK FOR Sc
ONE COUPON
TIME. OFFER

CCuPON.
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Sloth

ktL. BARN Santa

Gad
Clara

.f4000.3e

WE RENT TELEVISION

for you
1

K2

HART

TONY SAILER

of s4i clothes made by ROSSE.

COPE-McNIETRES
213-2111
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itist I iad
around
she said.
Mrs. Isaac particitiated in several panels at the eonferinee
’mating the Food Stamp’ Dctenwhich offered suggessioli
tions to give more stamps for the
free
sante amount of monty,
stana:s to Nita? who couldn’t afford them and extend the stamfs
to in dude paper produets.
’rite Manterey Peninsula Junior
College ti insfe, expresed regret
that the Itilve,kate needs of the
poor On,i IFiin.,,ry were not met
by establis’iin; a fool bank such
tic the on- a.Av existing in Monterey County
The I’. ii.1 Lank, she painted
out, was supplied by the surplus
cropic of the farmers in the
county, pro:essed by the schcols
and stored in freezers provided
iv local industries,
to turn, this food Is given to
necyly people who lack
.
er any income to supply

nil, mite Lobby, a not miai am.;
legiate organization
legislative action
for imsit
,iscainst further pollution and ttanof
our environment,
tamination
will hold a meeting today at 1:30
in JC141.
This new student movement
has as its pmpose the presentation of student concerns about
invi onment to political leaddud federal regulatory agen.
The plan is to involve students
t nail all fields. Students will be
-.lag! to apply their knowledge
,a an individual field to a local
problem so that a comprehensive
report can be presented to post g r a ii uat e representatives in
Washington. D.C.
Another meeting has been
seheduled for Jan. 6 at 4 p.m. in
.11maden Room A of the College

..C.C.0"..120C": 1%

I:9000000CP

I in mediate Delis cry

4ct-ion releaciiett
292-3457

1850 W. San Carlos

DC,CrOOCCZI-C.O.

ian. U
gone toward
; ,Ittne,ry people
paj,ing for its to to I
talking about hunger."

TI
Black Panthers are cona
’
tor violence," exclaimed
Mrs. Isaac, "hut people don’t
ecognize the fact that they are
doing something now for the
hungry children which the government should be doing.
The Black Panthers recently
minatel an East San Jose
kfact nrogram for school
children due to lack of r-onnutility support.

If you are in the market for some ski boots we have some real
good buys. Come in and try on a pair of the new LANGES
KOFLACH, or KASTINGERS. While you are there check our
YODELER after ski boots priced from only $11.95.

2931 El. (1:111\4

Onni niny,
in Snml/P.4.9.,
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lair ficiilies.

$44.95 Complete

We also stork mc b,,ad seie-ticm

count Itectinls.

Other winners ws,..e. Susan ’
Hawkins, stsmor soc..ritrgy major, ’
second runner-up: .lanm McMullen. freshman home I,’ ,n,
rnaji,,-: Curd runner-up an i
aline Millat. freshman
etinnerai;
tut’, major, fi
Proiteeds f .;,
ing went to III
Jaermilism
_oz.*
oz,"
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If you are, we have a complete SKI PACKAGE
what you need. It gets you on the dopes for the least amot’-;;
of money. The package includes, laminated skis with fast .
base and racing type edges, A&T aluminum ski poles.
Solomon combi step-in bindings.

VOIT

l’ioagenic icon
U
Ui:,cdk Co., Roprizes
berts las,,,sime. Spartan Bunks
store. MucFailane’s Candies and
Icy- Cream. F:velyn’s Jewelry,
Cli it her Horse Boutique and Dia-

item,
flasen. man
tiles major. has b.,en named
Miss Photogenic 1969. First r inner-up in the competition sponsored hy l’heta Sigma Phi, vs-omen’s honora* join nalism society.
was Sue Bennett, freshman fine
arts major.

and citizens from India, England

Lobby Group Sets
Afternoon Meeting

HEAD

Theta Sigma Phi Selects
Haven as Miss Photogenic
M,

CLIMAX
The climax to the season was
Chtistmas Eve. The Indian Inter.
national Center held a nonsdenominational eandlelight service.
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Discouraged
Because of The
Hi Cost of Skiing?

Only

Holiday on Ice Show

sr tRT ANT

Inca

Thritoday December

Dippgiazuvr..

CORNE17.-.5-1-E.VEP45
_JCA..6.Ese.130.5Ceati

"Beautiful Clothes
for Beautiful People’.
ONE WAY TO SUPPORT YOUR WIFEJuanita Percelly balances on the back of husband Tommy Allen in one of their
routines from the 1970 Silver Annlversary edition of Holiday on
Ice, which will open at Oakland Coliseum, Friday, December 26,
at 8 p.m. The SJS Alumni Auociation will sponsor opening night.
Students may obtain discount tickets by mailing check or money
order to Holiday on Ice, Box Office, Oakland Coliseum, Oakland, or by calling the Alumni Association, 294-6414, ext. 2028.

Hall’s Coeds Honored
In ce,
it ion of high scholastic ach,evtment, the trophy for
the college-approved
women’s
living center with the highest
grade point average was awarded for the 1968-1969 school
year to Colonial Halls, 373 E. San
Fernando, having a (WA of
2.9862.
The tiophy is awarded by the
STS chapter of Alpha Lambs
Delta, a national honorary organization for freshmen and sophomore seamen. The trophy, whieh

is awarded each year, was held
last by Delta Ganuna Sorority.
Presentat un was made on
Wednesday at Colonial Halls.
Membership in Alpha Lamda
Delta is open to all women at
SJS who achieve a 3.5 overall
grade point average during either
semester of their freshman year.
The organization. whose membership is presently about 60 women, is insolved in activities which
recognize and promote intellectual achievement.

LoBoesbta
Corner Bascom &
Stevens Creek
Sc,,, Jose
it Neal’s
295.1124

1:2T,
S. El hantina Real
San Mateo
1496522

tb)
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CHRISTMAS GIFT

SWEATER SALE
50% OFF!
V-NECKS

Dig our
Christmas
sale, baby.
Dig ... you beautiful people!
During the establishments’ love season,
we at Michael’s are having
the grooviest X-mas sale you have ever
laid your crystal spectacles on!
We’ll hit you with arts and
crafts materials to fill your every creative need
... and straight stuff like T-Squares
and slide rules, and just plain squares.
Hitch on down, baby, and dig!

Our complete stock of classic
V-neck sweaters including full
fashioned lambswools, shetlands and flat knits.

13.95 . . . NOW 6.96
1.,11’111111111,111111111111111111111, I

15.95 . . . NOW 7.96

SWEATER SHIRTS
Fully fashioned lambswool
sweater shirts in solids and
stripes. Limited time only.
NOW 50% OFF.

9.46

18.95 .. . NOW
N

20.95 .. . NOW 10.46

MAUL

CREWNECKS

.

.

.

Our complete stock of crewneck sweaters at 50"; OFF
during Vaughn’s Christmas
Gift Sweabr Sale.

9:epn a

plate.x.4.1

SOUTH FIRST

7.46
9.96

22.95

. . NOW 11.46

a. DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCNANDisc

distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

91

14.95 . . . NOW
19.95 . . . NOW

UGH

DANK CREDIT
CARDS WILCONT

AT SATHER GATE
liNMHSOR Miss SHOPS

ST.

307 TOWN & COUNTRY

F,’ ,l2.

VILLAGE

USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN
107 E.

Michael’s

San Fernando St., San Jose, Calif.

-

286-8013

-

-

OPEN MON.-FRI. ’TM 9 P.M.
125 S. 4th St.
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Art Cleaners
nyx- niSCOUN’T

’Slum’ Play Dynamite;
Barbs Are Rampant

WITII :1St? CARD
One Das Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
’14
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133 PAUL MYRVOLD
"Live Like Pigs" opened in the
Studio Theater last night and it’s
dynamite. Filth has become explosive. "Pigs" is black comedy
that sends the audience alternating between laughter and
tears. It rides a fine line between
explicit seamy realism and carieature. "Pigs" is a barbed play
that hooks you with truth as it
plays with your emotions.

RICARDO’S
PIZZA

Live Entertainment 1iirlitiv
11%14.111

TIle.110

10011IN I

ORDERS
TO Go
29.1-Pliv)

218 \\ illow St.
SAN JOSE

SHAW INTERNATIONAL THEATRES, INC.

Cinema Burbank

552 S. Bascom Ave.

Limited Engagement

Ends Dec. 23

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

r

fro.

BEST DIRECTOR -MIKE NICHOLS
Re

JOSEPH E LEVINE

The humor of the play is seen
in the situation of a London slum
family that has been forced into
taking up residence in a new
govetnmental housing develop.
ment, very much against its will.
Their old lodgings, an abandoned
trani car, have been condemned.
Their new surroundings, which
include such conveniences as
running water and furniture, are
totally alien to them. They react
ith honest. undisguised. unhyp.writien1 hostility both to their
yin environment, which they dislike and distrust, and to their
neighbors, whom they dislike and
distrust.

MIKE NICHOLS
LAWRENCE TURMAN ,

BLATANTLY HONEST
The family "lives like pigs" in
the sense that they are heedless
to their surroundings and that
their intense hostility, sexuality,
and passions are plainly exposed

THE
GRADUATE

FROM EUROPE

Charter Jet Flights

AN AvCC EMBASSY FILM
TECHtiii, AT?’

v,iv

Geneva to

Towne Theatre 1433 The Alameda

an Francisco

August 4, 8, and 15

NOW IN ITS 17th EXCLUSIVE WEEK!
101

A limited number of
spaces are available for
faculty, staff, students of
the California State Colleges

Fare: $225 one way
For information:
Office of International Progral.

Saratoga Theatre

"GRAND

ZEBRA"

PRIX"

Urkakklikak
5-1

Downtown Saratoga

"ICE STATION

2

Timrsday, Dei-enther 17, 1969

The California State Colleges
1500 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 91132
14151 469.1all

and not hidden behind a hypocritical veil of control. With free
abandon they litter the stage
with their way of life. One almost admires their fredom.
But their freedom brings them
into conflict with their neighbors,
as personified by the Jackson
family. The Jacksons are the
straight people, the normal peoFie whose seething emotions are
just as real and vicious as their
new neighbors but are hidden
behind a phony veneer of middle
class respectability.
The universal social import of
the play is driven home through
plainsong interludes between the
scenes. This effective dramatic
device is like a Greek chorus in
that it comments on the progress of the play.
RICH IN COLOR
"Live Like Pigs- is rich in
colorful
characters that
are
played with vitality by a competent cast. With a few exceptions
the characterizations are honest
and believable.
As is often the case, the performances in smaller parts are
the best. Joseph Hanreddy as
Sailor is excellent in his interpretation of his "ancient mariner."
His characterization is consistent
and his voice and movement wonderfully correct.
Diane George as Mrs. Jackson,
the next door neighbor, is the
jewel of the show. Miss George’s
keen comic timing and straight
playing makes her character
sparkle on the stage.
Fine performances are also
given by Karen Wright as Rachel and David Stone as Mr.
Jackson. Kathleen Moe beguiles
the audience as the Old Croaker
but one feels as though her charBeier could have been lifted from
Act I. Scene 1 of Macbeth.
Davi Oinelin’s direction is the
blasting
which keeps this
production moving swiftly.
"Live Like Pigs" explodes but
is definitely not a bomb. It rains
a debris of sensual passion and
rich dark humor from the stage
to the audience in the Studio
Theater.
The next scheduled blast is
7:30 tonight. Bring your own
matches. Tickets are free and
available in the Drama Office
in the Speech and Drama Building.
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GRAND OPENING
December 19th
W gaeaPiatt
of the

DS Prof Labels Air P6iton 1
’Assault With Deadly Ufsapni ,

’Live Like Pigs’

k1J CI.I.kNEIZS

100 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

tal

By WALT YOST
One 1::a.stein newspaper editor
called it "murder" when 14 people died (man the poisonous effects of industrial air pollution in
his city.
SJS Management Prof. Peter
Venuto considers the air pollution
problem "assault with a deadly
weapon." As Bay Area Coordinator for a piaxisecl California initiative called the "Clean Environment Act," and a constitutional
amendment. Venuto is doing
more than just complaining about
"bad air."

lion rests upon the manufacturers ’if pollution producing pro,luets and industries . .
the burden of pollution control shall not
be placed upon the individual
citizen by exhorbitant plofiteering, excessive taxes or otherwise."

TOUGHEST LAW

The Los Angeles Times,
the state’s most influential r..
papers in the state’s snl,
area, called the initiali
conceived" and claimed it .
harm rather than help the OW
of clean air."
The editorial argued that passage "could strike down existing
California air pollution control
mire than 20 years of
law . .
legal evolution could be vashed
away."

If he and thousands of petition circulators are successful, Caliirnians will have the opportunity to pass the nation’s "toughest anti-pollution- law next year.
Industries, spewing tons of pollutants into the air, will face
felony convictions if they violate
regulations, and anyone suffering
from the effects of a violator may
bring suit against them.
Venuto is pushing an initiative
air, land, water measure that
would "declare state policy regarding pollution of air, land and
water. Within six months each
industrial or manufacturing plant
must record and publish a statement ’if pollutants discharge and
do so monthly thereafter. Requires . . . designated law enforcement officers on request of I
any citizen to . . . impose penal’
sanctions and civil penalties on
pollution violattos."
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In addition, the Times quoted
the County Counsel who warned.
"California would lose its tight
to have motor vehicle ocntrol
standards stricter than federal
,
regulations."

0

150 E. SAN CARLOS

SMOG CONTROL

Gre011P95
*,*

Venuto is ctmfident the statute
revision will make the ballot. It
needs 325,178 signatures and petition circulators are doing well
at this point. Petitions are due
in by Jan. 15.

9/1117 90UPta4,toM

The young professor is not sure
about the chances for the proposed constitutional amendment.
It requires 520,276 signatures.
The amendment reads, "All
persons have the inalienable right
to live in an environment free of
pollution and contamination. Conversely, no one has the right to
pollute the air, land and water
of this state. The people find and
declare that the condition of the
is intolerable
environment . .
and deadly.

Howard’s Crysfri .;raricry
lir11

ce)._

MANUFACTURERS
"The primary responsibility for
eliminating environmental pollu-

Discount Tickets
On Sale for ’Hair’
In San Francisco
discount

tickets

Beer
Wines

Folk Music
Nightly

:ire

available for "Hair," the
American tribal love rock musical
playing at the Geary ’Theater in

now

_sandwiches
chili

cheeses
soups
cold cuts

The tickets go on site 13 minutes before every performance.
Available seats are $2 on Sundays and weeknights and $3 on
Fridays and Saturdays.
Any student, graduate or undergraduate, with valid identification s eligible for the discount
tickets. Those planning to attend
may check on the probable availability of rush tickets by calling
775-5775, a few hours before the
performance.

OLD TOWN
Los Gatos
50 University Ave.
354-1.9177

r-617*
LES CLIMBER TRIO

CENTURY
it.29,

arid a special added attraction of

JOHNNY PROPHET
Frank Sinatras

!lel%

fikeON

CHARCOAL BROILER
features

Lobster
Steaks
Surf and Turf
plus regular Hofbrau Specials
t;

/FA CITY III 11.111i \ I

1 So. NI:it-Let

San Jose
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San Francisco.

featuring the sensational

,c,11

As 1,

LOSE RIGHT

It also "provides that 1972 or
later model petroleum powered
mot or vehicles . . . must have
anti-pollution equipment which
meets prescribed standards."

Student

qardett City iiippau

OPPOSITION
Ironically, Venut it remarks.
some
the greatest opposition
and criticism to the Clean Environment Act has come from the
Bay Area Air Pollution Control
District and other groups of similar purpose.

In
Tint’ ;

SAN JOSE PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT
- ItiGNS -

FRIDAY, DEC. 19
RESERVED SEATS
NOW ON SALE
AT BOX OFFICE
OR BY MAIL!

BARBRA STREISAND WALTER MATTHAU
,9015
MICHAEL CRAWFORD

HELLO,DOLLY!
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Disadvantages Perfect Frosh Cagers End ’69
Of Being Dietrick With Seventh Win Over Travis
The SJS nosh basketball team

Its (BAB: SlueDONALD
Being ti-11 isn’t always hunkydorey

in

the

opinion

of

Coby

Dietrick,
At 6-11, Coby is one of SJS’
all-time great basketball players
and is up for All-American honors this season.
Besides drawing the attention
of pin scouts, C’oby’s size has its
setbacks and he’s the first to admit it.
Take for example a typical
road trip for an away game. "The
bus ride from San Jose to San
l"ziinr’iscu Airport is awkward because of my long legs." says
Coby. Then boarding the plane.
"I have to be careful not to bump
my head. Sitting in the plane
brings about the same problems
as sitting in a bus."
After a "cramped" bus trip to
a hotel in the city, Coby has to
reckon with bed sizes. "In order
to sleep I need a long bed or a
wide bed."
Getting back to SJS after the
game and the subsequent trip,
Cohy points out a further problem- -getting to his apartment. "I
can’t fit in a Mustang but I am
able to fit in a Volkswagen," asserted Coby. "There’s a lot more
room in a VW than a Mustang."
THEATER

PROBLEMS

Movie theaters give Coby "the
same problems as a plane or bus
plus the problem of being an inconvenience for the person behind
me."
Coby’s height also forces him

to hate telephone booths. "I just
can’t fit in them," Coby explains.
Another disadvantage of being
"super-tall" is clothing. Coby’s
size 13,1 shoes, 35-36 pants, and
size 17 extra -large shirts cannot
be bought in most stores. Coby
buys his clothes from Rochestor’s
in San Francisco, F:agleson’s in
Los Angeles, Charnus in Studio
City, and King-Size back East.

presented

Intramurals

with

the held, led the scoring %%oh
20 uoints each.

tect mark in 1P09, since the team
will break during the Christmas
holidays before resuming play
Jan. 9.

an early

Christmas present Tuesday night.
The Spartababes. who are beginning to attract the attention
of area basketball followers,
whipped a veteran Travis Air
Force Base quint 91-80 for their
seventh straight victory against
no defeats.

Jan Adamson contributed a
fine 17 point total while Gary
Ghidinelli added 12 points and
Dave Paul nine.

Stan Morrison’s crew came up
with another balanced offensive performance while notching
the victory, including a four-man
double-figure scoring attack.
Dave Gainza and Johnny Skinner, continuing to hit well front

The triumph gave SJS a per-

Varsity Cagers

NO HIDING
Further frustrations from being 6-11 "I can’t hide bum anyone, I always stand out in a picture of a crowd, and it makes for
an awkward situation standing in
lines," exclaimed Coby.
Coby’s height does not keep
him front enjoying his favorite
sports. Besides basketball Coby
"surfs in Ventura." cooks Italian
food t"All you have to do is
throw noodles, garlic sauce, and
a few other ingredients into a
pan," and rides motorcycles in
Riverside. "I especially like to
ride my Yamaha 250."
There is a good chance that
Coby Dietrick will be playing
professional basketball next year
using his height to his advantage.

itself

I:111

I

\\

I I.

\

Kris Sorensen, who had missed
five games with an ankle injury,
returned against Travis to give
the Spartababes another valuable offensive threat.

l II) Ill-

(

PON S

CONSIGNMENT FRE

The varsity basketball team
will open another road trip Friday night
it plays the University of Wyoming in Laramie
Following
that
game,
the
eagers will play Colorado State
on Monday and Creighton the
next Friday in the first game of
the Roadrunner Invitational in
Las Cruces, New Mexico.

OPEN TIL:MIDNIGHT
iFer/

Professional Pharmacists

aner
ony 2. Campa9na,
(; CO.
MODIANE
Second and Santa Clara St reefs
San Jose
Phone 293-7500

Merry

a riiimai

Be sure your car is ready for
the trip home
hare a checkup!
Please drive carefully.

Ar.riiit is
We need
We base
We need

on high sales performance.
ears ... all types, all makes, any year.
too many lit VERS. and too much apace.
your ear.
(Our 1111CfillItili art. designed to help YOU 1111 we help
ourselses; Sr assume liFI5P11\!11ill.ITY.1
For Information
JOHN MENLO 294-032
OPEN 7 DAYS 10.10
1199 SO. FIRST

when

SILVA TEXACO
78 So. 4th. S.J.
(next to closed Shell)
Serving State Students for 35 yrs.

_
)224MAIMAgokakUMNIMailfaka47,441.24,k24,j,k2a141.241.U11)16-86FATAM1V41147.1.VA245UWAIC.’-

So you swung with the Stones and
the Planes over at Altamont
So you grooved with Taj Mahal and
Santana up at Fillmore West

I

Final games in the pre-season
basketball tourney are slated tonight, beginning at 6:30 and 7
o’clock in the Men’s and Women’s
Gyms.

II

411’

Basketball Incorporated faces
"676" In the Division One final,
Zoo No. 2 meets Joint Committee
In Divsion Two, Vicis clashes
with Lucubrators in the Division
Three finale, Stoner pits Moulder Hall No. 2 in Division Four
and Jocks challenges Blues Power
In the Division Five title tilt.

rti XIflaS

Foreign
Car Parts
11919:11ti

.74.41"11-1W

Consolation games were played
Wednesday.
Leon Aquire (139-541, Dan Declercq (165), Alan Swan (176)
and John Kanarski (205) took individual judo titles Tuesday night.

I"-- -,--f----),

ECON:611
IMPORTS,1;
Tools Accemoties
loi Imported Autogyskies

Paris

r287 TYLER AVE. AT
STEVENS CREEK 243-6400

Team entry forms for the second semester basketball league
are now available, according to
Intramural Director Dan Unruh.
Entries are due Jan. 14.

101.
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We set the scene,
the choice is yours.
1

:k
Dele,-it. Booth
,
V C.

A

But Baby, you haven’t tripped till you
dig the Renegades here at the WAREHOUSE!

nNiniMN’EM

it
Air

/I
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SUPER HEAVY GROUP

GRAND OPENING

NA’umni

"Vie eenefadeAs

TT

evoin.4)

COCKTAILS
I now beiug served 1
(Starts

till 1:31) a.m.)

STEAKS
v 1116’1.6)1

’
The original by Clarks of England, one
of the best selling casuals of all time.
Rugged brushed leather uppers, with
genuine crepe soles. In sand shag. $15.95.

Every style on open display:

FLORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP
Almaden Fashion Plaza-264-0163

I

r

We are now serving cocktai s for the first time
Thursday night is College Night: Happy Hour 8-9
Everyone 18 & over welcome
New Wed. opening policy

REHOUSE THE WAREHOUS
Open: Wed, Thurs, Fri. & Sat.

or, o ’1

\o

1760 South Seventh St.
Timm,

a-SPARTAN DAMP

Free Call Home
For Christmas
Si u,li 1,1

Spartaguide
TtlIt.t
M a tip 0 AS e r Adrainist ration
Club, 7 p.m.. Facilica floom, I tllege Union. Guest speaker is If.
Letter, chief law officer of the

, intuit make it

home tor Christmas are receiving tree "calls’’. home from I tti
SJS Amateur Radio Club
anti tomorrow.
The chit is using short \s .,.

SAM Candy Sale

radio equipment in room E132 to
place -phone p.itches," Si, stu-

.1.111.

dents rtan contact ittlatives in the
L’nited States and some foreign
count ti’s,

I Ir

Sk

the

Athance-

ment of Management SAMI is
trying to raise funds for SAM and
Pr,
Option unit y
Educational
scholaiships

gram 1EOP

ing candy canes and
at a booth on

Rent

Thumbs’ Ma-ember 17 1969

Iceo:0600000GeoccoCCOV30:eszewe

Nat,..1-1 Labor Relations Board.
All students invited.
Arab - Anwrican Club. 7-8:15
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium
A film is planned.
Philloasophy 205, 7 p.m., S16.1
Guest speaker to discuss existential psychotherapy,
Political Science AIINANIhttion.
1:30 p.m., (11241. All political
...)ence Ina
mat 11,

.

O’NEILL,

.Sorlhoordi ly -

Wthuaj

Peace, bee, and
Clean Car
WASH

_YATER. 1111TE-0\\ I. & O’NEILL
and

2081 So. Winchester

AUTO

ASTOR’S
732 S. lit & 804 LINCOLN

? Vecir iy -

II 1NG TEN

Campbell. Calif.

A TV, A TAPE RECORDER,
OR A STEREO

c,
Oche:6

Spartan Daily Classifieds

251-2598
phcto by

I Ca tie

ALL KINDS OF POT(5) - A
variety
pottery was disthis
played
Union.

of
and sold earlier
week in the College
thestudent-madegoods
caught the eye of many as
possible solutions to last-minute Christmas gifts.

Free!
Visit Europe
lip It. 1ILTP11I Vitt Ills 110
Delmili (lit
; ’
. 1,1

WM,

FAH

limns 1,101.0 tReeS

LISI CROLL Menage* 0.orsipoi Deb7, 1566
ler more in,ormar.ow nr eon
Nortio Fait Streit Son lest Co.’s..., AS1171401/266-61100
Name
I Address
-- meow
I
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’Denied’ Prof
-

GOO/ AY HAS BOTH
DISCOUNT XEROX AND FAST PRINTING
TI7FSIS
RESUMES
CCPF25
or

25,
RAG BOND

PRINTED ON OFFSET
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hired
When Dr. Kurzweil
by San Jose State an .ieta!.
the Palo Alto Times saiil,
one has called Kurzweil a communist, hut his far left leanings
and the tact that he is married
to a well-known communist have
? rIr.eIl some concern and complaints to pour into the college."

50 COPIES 52.50

WAL

Oa

copy
GM:MURIA center.
P SANTA CT ARO ST it 2N1/

SAN 10SA

295 4564

......,

\ r,/.

/1(:.

1 .1

Dr. Norman 0, Gunderson.
Dean of the School of Engineering, referring to Kurzweil’s hiring said, "It might affect the aeceptance of our program by some
parents who might be Upset at
the possible influence (of Kurzweil I and send their kids to Cal
Poly, or some other place."

IT

ALFIES
’lullAl.NIA1)1:\
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HO. SAN JOSE

\CHO 1/111VE-INI 293-8172

Great Hands ** Fantastic Lig-hts ** Groovy Gardens

Open Fri.. Sat.. and Sun.-8 p.m. to 2 a.m.

JAN. 2-3

DEC. 20
* Blues Image

* Elvin Bishop

* Throckmorton

* Throckmorton

* Aunt Maggie’s Basement

* Contact

* South Bay Experimental Flash

DEC. 26-27

i r on NEW YEAR’S

* Aum

EVE-special guest

* Fritz

star-smorgasbord

* Western Addition

all nite party

* Old Davis
1.1 rki

Dr. Jack Kurzweil, assistant
professor of electrical engineering, has been denied tenure. Dr.
Kurzweil is the husband of the
former Bettina Aptheker, a leader ’if the 196.1 Free Speech Movement. and self-profeirsed communist.

A. I,. Heckbert, instructor in
electrical engineering, said, "’Me
faculty of the electrical engineering department, after an extremely careful study, has revommend
el that professor Kurzweil be
iLieen tenure. Based upon written
iividuations of his teaching effectiveness by 119 students, I have
concluded that professor Kurzweil is an excellent teacher."
Dr. Kurzweil noted that the
electrical engineering depar tment, "which is in the best position to judge my professional
competence." had recommended
him for tenure, which left him
with no doubts that the decision
\yds
wiled after much political
pressure had I1C4‘11 applied.
KI117.35,eil is at Iiresent preparmg his ease for tenure to IN. /II
111 a
college grievame
committee. He has stated he
would like to have the grievance
healan.7 open to the public.
_
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A COMPLETE MEAL FOR

ORIENTAL WARDROBE, exquisite carvassrmblel use 1., decorate
ao
’
Temple r,,q 9t 12 a or,ze. Some
F’d . 532.6671 Oakland.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stir,eras a -.d licensed Outs. Four aircraft,
ca membership fee & monthly dues.
HELP WANJED 141
257.7562 or 248 8484.
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sem.
I For students, faculty and staff only) pie program full time, part time, steady
Los AngelesLondon (Round-trip) Mar. work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
29-June 16, 11 Weeks $255. June 15- Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. quaren.eved
Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 21 -Aug. plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
21. 9 Weeks $225. July 5-Sept. 3, 8 you learn. Transportation fm. Call to’Weeks $295. For application write or day. Mr. Looney 292.6811,
tall: LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave.
or Pert-time Ice
2 ,!.e r v. 9230. (408) 286-6929 MALE 8, FEMALE: Full
Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route.
1
30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per Co. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 a.m.
,ear tor married. good students. Also, 297-4228.
s,ceirent savings for single men over
MALE - FEMALE
-- - Part or Full Time Sales - Need several
STANFORD DATING CLUB
.t...dents 18 or over $2/hr. plus. Help
.
.
09h opts for Cowles Corral-Ionics ’
Nun, Member.hps
must be neat appearing, able to
ame, address, end $1.CL
the public. Near campus. Mr.
Box 3971, Stanford, Calif, Results! _
I’
2’-6083.
CAR RALLYE, START-GEM SHOP.’ COLLEGE GIRLS: Needed as waitresses
PING CENTER (San Jose) SATURDAY.
lunch. 11:30-2:30.
-,s
’)ECEMBER 27th by SPORT1N’ LIFE- Sal
any days. The Bellows
An, car ard E.-tin-ers welcome. 2S2 4474
,ilye will st,- ar.,,time between
Tt,
WAITERS: College students over 21.
-al Hose, Salary & tips. Call The
r
IP Little BrothCAR RALLYE
- 11.00. Reg. 6-8 BePows 252-4424,
.
, ,..u. N. 1st St., San FEMALE DANCERS - area’s most psyJose. -Gutia Revolution- for inform,. uhaie’io atmosphere. THE BEAR KAVE:
t705 744 5’ San Jose,
lion call 379-1957.
SKI CABIN - We have room for a WANT SOME EXTRA MONEY? Need
North
Shore
in
our
feu, more members
’ ’
- edit a term paper. ImF.
Ski Co-op, lease runs from Dec. 12 to
Millerburg. 961.6997,
April 12. Cal’ 794.8267.
FEMALE RELIEF WORKER for adult rest- Mr.urs to be arranged. Mrs.
ArtiTOMOTIYI ’421
oo for Retarded Children and
297-6157.
A
’64 VW BUG, Great little car to get
you arnund town. SUNROOF to catch
IS)
HOUSito,
-ay ’hang out nf. GOOD TIRES. MUST
SELL! Best offer. 267-7189 after 6.
HONDA SCRAMBLER 305. 800 miles. COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
MaoniFicent
5500, Call Sandy child - OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm.
10 min. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
’94-6414 E.t. 2753 or 225-1986
75. 31OS
’67 HONDA 305 Scrambler; stock equipment: good tires, fenders, paint, end MALE ROOMMATE Needed Irnmed.: To
body: NOT a dirt bike. $400. Call Mike share 1 bdrm. apt, near college. $50/mo.
Colhns after 4 o.m. 377-1382.
Serious upper div. student preferred.
Large clean apt. Call 287-7449.
’61 CHEV. V-8, new suspension, just
tuned, 000d cond., power steering & MALE - Own room, avail. immediately.
’orates. $325. Call 371-3312.
3 bdrm. fora. apt. $56’ -no. 628 S. 10th
#7. Call Mike 286.9652.
62 CHEVY II Nova Wagon. R/H, very
-eliab’e. $275. Call 286-4832.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to share 2 bdrm., 2 bath with 2 others
’65 CHEV. IMPALA, 2 dr. HT. PS, PB,
T 283 V.8. 69,000 mi.. $950 or best 2 blks. from SJSC $57.50 Call Peg
294.5179,
iffer. Call after 4 p.m. 287.1102.
’58 RENAULT DAUPHINE- Rn well. NEED IMMEDIATELY Female Roommate
Mary ’,id na.ts
tr-im.port, $55/mo. 4 bdrm. house with 6 others.
273-0400.
’ion. S85 Ca I 75/5525
ANNOUNCEMENTS (It

.

’63 CORVAIR SPYDER,

150 t .rbn.

rhsrP n k $557 raf 372 ’363 or en Jon
t’,1’

"P

MG I

r

CO r ins trans

doesn’t,

The Spartan Daily
,-,POR SALE (31

classified office will

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots Bell Bottom Pants, Pen Coats. &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs.
Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. bedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11-6 Closed Mondays.
FREE
LESS
I from
..522

EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINwith purchase of Gold Earrings.
$7.50) Call for appointment. 297Evelyn’s 40 S. 1st St. Downtown.
ACCORDION FOR SAL Er 12 bass
,1

ka,k

tt 27.1

49‘

tamilow

2 FEMALE UPPER-DIV. STUDENTS PERSONALS 171
wanted to share house in W.G. Call
Jackie at 266-8816.
WANTED:
Term
Paper on Manpower or
STUDENTS - Available immediately I
bdrm. apts. furnished, $130/mo. near related area. 10.25 pages. Will pay.
294.23617.
SJS. See mgr. at 686 S. 8th St.
WE LOVE OUR
-.1omers. Won’t you
THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE now let
s Coin Auto Wash
renting. Foreign Students preferred con.
tact 596 S. 10th or call 293.9877 after
5.
SERVICES IIII
I OR 2 FEMALE roommates needed to
share apt. w,’2 others. 599 S. 10th #29,
STUDENT
TYPING
in my home. Fast, Ac292-7837.
Call
curate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phon
2 BDRM, FURN. APT, avail. immediate- 244-6581,
ly. 4 people to share. $200, rno. 641 S.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jos%
11th St. See Manager, Apt. #2.
258-4335 143 Bahama Way,
FEMALE, upper-div. and/or working RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
share 2 bdrm, lure. Duplex. Near SJ No contract. Free delivery in SJ. CaN
Civic Co. $65/mo. 286-8986.
Etches, 251-2598,
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: to share EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fut.
1 bdrm, apt. with 2 others. Own bdrm. Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Furnished. 780 S. 11th St. #19. Call Asianian - 298.4104.
after 5 p.m. 297.4277.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations,
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Aete,
I bdrm. apt. Close to school. $45/mo. Call 371-0395. San Jose.
Call Jean 295.3742 or 295.4568.
GERMAN-ENGLISH
Translations b y
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share graduate student 377-2367.
apt, near campus. Need by January 1st. HALSTROM’S EMBLEMS - Club Emblems made to order. Swiss Loom -Satin
Call 287.5046,
StitchChain Stitch. Embroidery. 1462
READ!! Before signing any new leases or Hirsdele, San Jose. 764-2560.
contracts for next semester, check out OUTSTANDING TYPING
- Selectric.
State 11 at 155 S. 11th. Exc. food park.
a
manusrripts. V.
ing, social lounges, party bassioso so
Coed. $525/sem. room & boa,:
$300/sem. room &
TRANSPORTATION 191
MALE ROOMMATE - share 2 bdrm
house near college-$40/ino. 297-5882 JET CHARTERS to Europe for summer,
Grad or upper din student preferred.
book early! From $179 one way. NO
SPACE IN THE COLLEGE residence hot:, FEE. Contact Prof. Made at 293.1033.
will be available for the spring semester. EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
Applications may be picked ..p in the schedules from L.A. and Oakland to
London. Amsterdam, Fra-kfurt. From
Housing Office. 319 S. 5th 5, J.,
$255 to $325. - roundtrip: $150
$185 - one.way. Coordinator: ProfesLOST AND FOUND 161
sor Frank Peal. 247 Roycroft. Long
Beech 90803 438-2179.
STOLEN: German Short -haired pointer RIDER WANTED to Newport area Dec.
puppy 6 mos. Would the person who 19 or 201h. Call Linda 379-4299. after
took my dog on Nov. 19, please con 6 p.m.
sider returning him - you can’t imagine
the damage you’ve done. If you’ll re. THIS SUMMER spend 6 wks. in W.
turn my dog. I’ll be glad to buy you Europe & Greece for $1095. Price incl.
another. Please consider this request jet trans., rnd, trip from L.A., food,
seriously - I’m getting desperate. Call: lodging & excursions Depart L.A. July
17. If inter. Call BA Woods, 371-3773,
287-5402.
RIDE WANTED! To Wis, and back for
the
wicker
WILL THE PERSON who took
Xmas. Will share driving expenses &
suitcase out of the Mustang on 12th St. gas. Call 292-3812 after 5. Ask for Ned.
- PLEASE return the term paper! No RIDE WANTED! I
and back for
questions asked: can leave in mailbox. Xmas. Will she’,
Call 297-9679
Anne-2I5 S. 12th #5 286-4164.
between
&
r
‘i
LOST Anatomy Notes 12/11, Reward
Sheila. 286.0341.

AMPEX 985A
.
PCS
3^- ’277 aC r
.

SOLID STATE Guii- Amp. 150 watts.
Rev_
10" J- umS, $200. Mike
Po,. 232
o Hall 294-8741.
GERMAN SHORT Hair Pointer Pups ’t
end and solid liver 2
LOOM

FSKI

24-

1

be closed tomorrow
Friday, December 19.
It will reopen on
’And. lo. the angel of the Lord came upon
them. and the glory of the Lord shone round

Monday, January 5 of

about them: and they were sore afraid. And

the new year. Best

the angel said unto them. Fear not: for, be-

wishes for a Merry

hold. I bring you good tidings of great joy.

Christmas and a

which shall be to all people.-

HarneJust what
o I . $30. 274595 -

ST. LUKE

Happy New Year.

2: 9-11)

BOOTS
’

Ski Wear
081111801111118.011611148~189~411841118111110.419~041119911991111941.19411911186081180,
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No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
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Add this

RED BARN
Sixth and Santa Clara

ifflIMAIMITOMMAInntl

BIG BARNEY, french fries, end IcS
drink all for 44c with
this ad. LIMIT ONE TRIO PER AD. One ad per family at
on time.
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